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This thesis explores the phenomenon of variable use of case marking in spoken

formal Arabic in search of extra-syntactic meanings. The thesis rejects the views that

case marking is constrained primarily by speakers’ ability in Standard Arabic, or that

case marking is implicated solely in code-switching. Instead, the study takes a holistic

approaches and attempts to determine whether the use and non-use of case marking

operates as a meaningful linguistic system. This thesis consists of two chapters: in

the first, a subset of the data is analyzed quantitatively, while the second treats the

data qualitatively. The data for the study was taken om publicly broadcast Arabic

language television programs.

The primary finding is that the choice between use and non-use of case mark-

ing operates as a linguistic system, and that case marking is used primarily to mark

highly salient nouns in the discourse. This thesis also finds that this system extends to

pragmatics, including register variation and maintainance, as well as politeness strate-

gies. Finally, the study discusses the role that case marking plays in the construction
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of a speaker’s linguistic style. These findings support the theory that syntactically

optional elements of speech are oen conditioned and meaningful beyond the level of

syntax.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Classical Arabic, and its modern incarnation generally referred to as Modern

Standard Arabic,1 is characterized by a system of cases and verbal moods, conditioned

by the morphosyntax of sentences. There are three cases, referred to as marfūʿ ‘nomi-

native’, reserved primarily for subjects of verbal sentences, and the topic and comment

in topic-comment sentences; manṣūb ‘accusative’, used mainly for direct objects and

various adverbial phrases; and majrūr ‘genitive’ used for the objects of prepositions

and non-initial terms in a construct phrase. The verbal moods are conditioned by

specific particles and therefore are formal rather than meaningful. They are the mar-

fūʿ ‘nominative’, the default case, the manṣūb ‘subjunctive’ and the majrūr ‘jussive.’

Most written texts in Arabic are not “vocalized” in that short vowels are generally not

marked, including most case and mood markings, though the indefinite accusative is

oen reflected by a long ā at the end of the word which is used as an orthographic

seat for the case marking.

The case and mood marking system in Classical, and later Modern Standard

Arabic has long been seen as symbolic of the language as a whole, and therefore the

1The distinction here is largely historical, and in the indigenous tradition both Classical andModern
Standard Arabic are generally seen as the same continuous language, referred to as al-fuṣḥā. I will either
use that designation, or “F” in the text.
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mis-use or non-use of the case and mood marking was widely considered a major

violation of the language. The Qurʔān is fully vocalized in its canonical form, and

was seen as a model of style and language, as were the fully vocalized poems of the

pre-Islamic era. The first major grammatical work on the Arabic language, Sībūwayh

(1999), is focused primarily on explaining the various types and causes of case marking,

based primarily on the corpus of the Qurʔān and poetry, and almost all later gram-

matical works follow in the same tradition. Somewhat later, a literature known as

laḥn al-ʿāmma ‘mistakes of the common people’ developed and was equently devoted

to criticism of linguistic errors, especially in the use of the case and mood markings.

Versteegh (1997, p. 50) even notes that in many sources, “a connection is suggested

between faulty Arabic and the ‘invention’ of grammar”, linking the laḥn literature with

the grammatical tradition.

Ibn Ḫaldūn, in his discussion of the change and development of languages,

criticized this phenomenon, mentioning:

[…] certain professional grammarians who are not capable of understand-
ing the situation correctly and who think that eloquence no longer exists
and that the Arabic language is corrupt. They draw this conclusion om
the corruption of the vowel endings [i.e. case and mood markings], the
rules for which are their (particular) subject of study. (Translation by
Rosenthal (1967, chapter ⒍46))

While Ibn Ḫaldūn is clearly expressing his displeasure at this ideology, this passage

clearly shows the degree to which the case and mood markings were seen as essential

to the language by the linguistics of his time.
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In the modern period, with the advent of international media, the use, non-use,

and incorrect use of case marking has come under greater scrutiny of both speakers of

the language and linguistic scholars. Al-Fuṣḥā is the language of the media, both spo-

ken and written, and when read directly om a pre-written text, is delivered with full,

largely accurate case marking. Most newspapers and television channels retain special

staff dedicated to ensuring the linguistic correctness of their news. However, in spon-

taneous conversation, while a register quite close to al-fuṣḥā is maintained, the use of

case markings becomes somewhat sporadic. The sporadic use of case marking, due to

the perception that it is one of the most defining characteristics of al-fuṣḥā is therefore

seen as generally indicative of the decline of the language in much of the commentary

on the subject. Even in the linguistic literature, studies have been conducted to deter-

mine whether speakers are capabable of producing correct case and mood markings in

spontaneous speech (i.e. Parkinson (1994)). This is not to say that the results of these

studies are not valuable, but they ascribe sporadic case marking primarily to speakers’

lack of linguistic competence, which masks other extremely important factors.

Another view taken in the linguistic literature, and reviewed more closely in

section ⒊⒊1, argues that speakers’ use of case and mood markers is actually part of the

code-switching system of Arabic. This view, while undoubtably accurate to a certain

extent, is that these endings are seen as indicative of a higher, more formal register than

most daily conversations. The problem with this literature is that it generally analyzes

code-switching as occuring across different levels, none of which is defined to include

partial case and mood marking – either a level is defined as being characterized by

complete case marking, or none at all. Furthermore, while a great deal of investigation
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has been devoted to the phonological, morphological and syntactic features which are

variable in a code-switching context (see for example, Badawi (1973), Boussofara-Omar

(2003), Hary (1996) and Holes (1993) among many others), little clear information is

available on the exact use of case and mood markings in code-switching.

There is a small amount of literature that discusses the prescriptive and even

descriptive use of case (more than mood) markings, but it is devoted almost entirely to

the changes in code-switching at pauses. Beeston (1970, pp. 21-22) notes that short

vowel endings (whether om case marking or phonologically and orthographically

identical to case markings, as inmuḥām-in ‘a lawyer’) are pronounced differently if they

preceded a pause. Short vowels without tanwīn ‘final -n’ are not pronounced, while -

un,-in are omitted as well, while prescriptively -an should go to -ā, but he notes that

this is not necessarily observed. He notes that the ة -at morpheme is generally -ah

prepausally.

Holes (2004) conducted an apparently descriptive survey of the phenomenon

in what appear to be largely written texts read aloud, i.e. speeches and news broadcasts.

He notes that his results generally reflect the same distinctions as Beeston, but that

-in on attributives (i.e. adjectives) is never pronounced pre-pausally. Other uses of

-in were pronounced prepausally. He notes that the change of -an to ā is occasion-

ally realized on adverbs, but only by the vast minority of speakers, especially in “more

‘conservative’ Arabic countries: for example, it is regularly realized this way by the

newsreaders of Omani television (p. 65).” He also notes that pre-pause, all endings

are dropped om feminine nouns ending in -at. He defines pause as “an audible break

in delivery”, but notes “the decision to use pausal or nonpausal forms may depend on
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the type of grammatical and textual boundary with which the pause coincides (p. 66).”

For example, he notes that there are no instances of sentence final, pre-pausal -in in

his data, but that it is pronounced pre-pausally at clause boundaries. Al-Ani (2007)

notes that the traditional view of pauses is that they are meant to “regulate the speech

event” for reasons of “clarity of pronunciation and meaning that help in understanding

what is being read or spoken”, with the emphasis here on the actual pause rather than

any intonational or syntactic clues. In any case, this type of research deals primarily

with written articles read aloud, and even if entirely accurate (see section ⒊1) can only

account for a small amount of variation in case marking.

These three major ways of looking at case marking in speech fail to predict

actual speaker behavior. If speakers truly do not have a strong enough familiarity

with Arabic to properly produce case marking, why do they not just taskut taslam ‘not

mark the final vowels and be safe’ as a popular saying goes? Instead, in the data in this

study, we find admittedly sporadic, but generally quite prescriptively accurate use of case

marking; indeed, in the over sixteen minutes of data covered by the quantitative study,

only five errors in marking were observed, though in the larger dataset a slightly larger

number of errors were found. Alternatively, if case marking is implicated primarily

in register variation, then why is it only rarely used, and why are specific types of

marking more equent than others (see chapter 2) in what appears to be a relatively

systematic way? Or, if case marking is primarily governed by the prescriptive rules of

pausal delivery, why do we see speakers clearly marking at places of pause (refer to

section ⒊1)?
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The approach taken here is to focus on the fact that case marking has become

syntactically optional, meaning speakers make a choice, whether they are aware of it

or not, when they choose to use case marking. If these marks are indeed syntactically

optional, then it seems likely that they must be influenced by, and in turn influence,

other levels of the language, om phonology to semantics and pragmatics. This hy-

pothesis is in line with historical research on syntactic change, which has found that

when two parallel syntactic constructions co-exist (dubbed by Harris (2003) ‘syntac-

tic doublets’), they tend to provide greater stylistic variety or increased expressiveness

(ibid.) Therefore, while case may indeed be implicated in code-switching, a pragmatic

phenomenon, this is not necessarily its only function.

The study of syntactic doublets in Arabic is not unprecedented. Khan (1988)

looked specifically at extrapositional sentences, where nominal elements are moved

om inside a clause, in a number of Semitic languages, including Classical Arabic.

These types of sentences are identical, in terms of logical meaning, to the equiva-

lent sentences with no extraction,2 but nonetheless both types of sentences do occur

and therefore stand in what traditional syntactic theories would consider ee varia-

tion. However, Khan shows that the use of extrapositional sentences (for example,

SV sentences in a VS language like Classical Arabic) has a variety of pragmatic and

semantic implications beyond the purely syntactic level. For example, SV sentences

are used at the beginning of a topic span, with the extrapositional subject being the

2I maintain a distinction in this section between ‘logical semantics’ i.e. the internal truth conditions
of the sentence, and ‘discourse semantics’, which refers broadly to the meaning of the sentence within
its wider linguistic and social context.
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topic. Similarly, Khan notes that SV sentences can be used when presenting unex-

pected information:

(⒈1) jiʔtuhu wahuwa qad rakiba

(⒈2) jiʔtuhu waqad rakiba

I came and he had le (Khan, 1988, p. 39)

The first sentence implies that “the speaker had not expected to find that he

had ridden away”, while the second sentence is neutral in interpretation. Based on a

purely syntactic-semantic interpretation, these sentences would appear to be identical.

It is on the level of pragmatics and discourse semantics that these alterations become

significant, and this is one of the extremely important results of Khan’s study.

Similarly, Brustad (2000) looks at the pragmatic function of syntactic doublets,

this time in a comparative study of four Arabic dialects. She investigates a wide variety

of syntactic phenomenon, many of which can be considered syntactic doublets, such as

variable agreement, analytic genetives versus the construct phrase, and use of similar

but distinct forms of demonstratives. Brustad findings are similar to those of Khan, in

that these syntactic doublets appear to be significant at the level of discourse semantics

and pragmatics. The following examples illustrate this:

(⒈3) (p. 56) fī ʿālam hēk, wa fī ʿālam hēke, mšakkal yaʿnī, ʿālam byiqbalu

There’re people like this and there’re people like that, it’s mixed, that is,

people who accept…
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(⒈4) (p. 57) laʔinnu tṭawwaret il-ʿālam, mā ʿādet mitil ʔawwel

Because people developed, they’re no longer like they were before.

(⒈5) (p. 94) fī waḥde ʔillī batzakkar-a fīha ʔism-a There’s one I remember that has

her name in it […]

The contrast in agreement in ⒈3 and ⒈4 is, according to Brustad, due to

the difference in the individuation of the noun ʿālam ‘people’ in the two examples. In

⒈3, this refers to a more individuated, heterogenous group of people, whereas in ⒈4, it

refers to a collective. Though the differential agreement patterns make little difference

syntactically, they provide the listener with a more nuanced semantic understanding of

the speaker’s conception of these groups. Similarly, in ⒈5, this sentence syntactically

would be a doublet with the same statement without the definite relative particle ʔillī,

but here this particle shows that the speaker has a highly specific example in mind,

which may form the topic of further discourse. Brustad also shows (p. 80) that the

contrast between using the construct phrase and analytic genetives (Moroccan d, dyāl,

Egyptian bitāʿ), which are logically identical, is that analytic genetives are used with

more highly individuated objects than construct phrases. Brustad’s study again shows

that syntactic doublets are meaningful on the level of discourse semantics and prag-

matics. Indeed, what both these studies show is that while there are phenomena in

approximately ‘ee variation’ on the level of syntax and even logical semantics, their

use is conditioned and meaningful at the level of discourse semantics and pragmatics.

However, since each particular doublet differs somewhat in its meaning and use, it is

extremely valuable to investigate them and shed light on a generally ignored aspect of

language.
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Case marking is an almost perfect example of a syntactic doublet: there is

neither a syntactic nor logical semantic difference between a case-marked or non-

case-marked utterance, except in very rare cases where the word order or semantics

is insufficient to disambiguate the roles of the sentence’s constituents. It is therefore

likely, based on the studies discussed above, that case marking plays an important role

in the discourse semantics and pragmatics of speech in the levels of Arabic where we

do find sporadic case marking, and this study will attempt to determine what this role

is.

Sources

The data for this study was drawn om a fairly specific register of Arabic,

between the fairly rare level where case marking is extremely equent, and the lower

bound where case marking is so rare that an extremely large amount of data needs to be

transcribed in order to find a small number of instances where case is marked. As such,

it can be criticized for looking at only a single, homogenous and possibly somewhat

artificial register which is not reflective of lower registers. However, one speaker, MB,

spoke in a significantly lower register, but nonetheless does appear to use case marking

for pragmatic purposes (see example ⒊34).

The data is drawn om the following sources:

• Dr. Rāshid Ġanūshī, male, an intellectual om Tunisia, speaking on a televi-

sion program in an interview format on the general subject of Islam. Neither

the station nor the name of the program is clear om the video. Referred to
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as ‘Ghanuushi’ in chapter 2 and ‘RG’ in chapter 3. Total transcribed speech:

6m:25s.

• An episode of Aǉazeera’s ‘al-Ittĳāh al-Muʿākis’ on the subject of secularism,

broadcast date unknown, hosted by Fayṣal al-Qāsim (referred to as ‘FQ’) and

featuring, :

– Dr. Ṣādiq Jalāl al-ʿAm, male, Lebanese intellectual. Referred to as ‘Azam’

in chapter 2 and ‘SJA’ in chapter 3. Total transcribed speech: 5m:45s.

– Dr. Yūsif al-Qaraḍāwī, male, Egyptian religious thinker. Referred to as

‘Qardawi’ in chapter 2 and ‘YQ-IM’ in chapter 3. Total transcribed speech:

3m:58s.

• An episode of Aǉazeera’s ‘al-Ittĳāh al-Muʿākis’ on the subject of prisons in

the Arab world, om a podcast release 4/29/2008, hosted by Fayṣal al-Qāsim

(referred to as ‘FQ’), and featuring:

– Muḥammad ʿAbd al-Majīd, male, Egyptian journalist and activist. Re-

ferred to as ‘MAM’. Total transcribed speech: 3m:26s.

– General Magdī al-Baswāni, male, Egyptian, former high ranking official

in the Interior Ministry in Egypt. Referred to as ‘MB’. Total transcribed

speech: 2m:07s.

• An episode of Aǉazeera’s ‘al-Ittĳāh al-Muʿākis’ on the subject of women’s rights,

with the only significant transcriptions om one speaker, Farīda Niqāš, fe-
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male, an Egyptian social activist. Referred to as ‘FN’. Total transcribed speech:

3m:43s.

• Dr. Ḫadīja Mufīd, female, Moroccan researcher on women’s issues, speaking on

gender roles on the Aǉazeera program ‘Lin-nisāʔ Faqaṭ’. Broadcast 6/4/200⒋

Referred to as ‘Khadĳa’ in chapter 2 and ‘HM’ in chapter 3. Total transcribed

speech: 4m:33s.

• Unknown (probably Egyptian) male, giving a lecture on Arabic grammar. Date

and location unknown. Data om this transcript is referred to as ‘Majlis an-

Nahu’ in chapter 2 and ‘MN’ in chapter 3. Total transcribed speech: 3m:57s.

• An episode of Aǉazeera’s Aš-šarīʿa wa-l-Ḥayāt featuring Dr. Yūsif al-Qaraḍāwī,

male, Egyptian religious thinker, on the topic of good deeds during Ramadan.

Broadcast 9/8/200⒏ Referred to as ‘YQ-R’. Total transcribed speech: 2m:36s.

• Total transcribed data: 30m:5s

Transcription and Conventions

The following symbols are used in the transcription. They generally follow

the DMG standard for transliteration, with some modifications for spoken data. This

system distinguishes between z, ẓ, ḏ and ð̣, where the final consonant is an emphatic

interdental icative as opposed to the emphatic alveolar icative, and both are realiza-

tions of Classical Arabic .ظ The order given is that of the traditional Arabic alphabet.

Vowels are the same as in IPA, with length indicated with an overbar, as in ā and ē.
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Symbol IPA Symbol IPA Symbol IPA Symbol IPA Symbol IPA
ʔ [ʔ] ḥ [ħ] s [s] ð̣ [ðˤ] k [k]
b [b] ḫ [x] š [ʃ] ʿ [ʕ] m [m]
t [t] d [d] ṣ [sˤ] ġ [ɣ] n [n]
ṯ [θ] ḏ [ð] ḍ [dˤ] f [f ] h [h]
j [ʒ] r [r] ṭ [tˤ] q [q] w [w]
g [ɡ] z [z] ẓ [zˤ] l [l] y [j]

Table ⒈1: Transcription Symbols

When the vowel between a word and a following word beginning with al-

is clearly not a case marking and appears instead to be an aid to pronunciation, it is

generally transcribed preceeding the l-, rather than on the previous word. Glottal stop

before al- is transcribed.

Very brief pauses are marked with (.), while longer pauses are transcribed (X.Y)

where X is seconds and Y is tenths of seconds. Most examples are broken up by

utterance, such that each line represents a clear utterance bounded by pauses. This also

aids in elucidating where the phenomenon under discussion occurs in longer examples,

since an arrow indicating the utterance under discussion (→) can be placed to the le

of the utterance.

Overlap between speakers is transcribed with square brackets [ ] around the

overlap. No attempt is made to align the brackets on the page.

Emphasis, taken here to be a factor of both intensity and intonation, is tran-

scribed with boldface. Note that there exists no boldface form of the character [ʔ] in

the font used here, so in that case the rest of the characters in the word will be in
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boldface.

Stuttering or self-correction is marked with a n-dash – and a space following

the cut-off word.

Transcriptions are followed by an approximate translation. Translations of

verses om the Qurʔān are taken om the translation by Muhammad Asad.

Transcriptions are preceeded with the name of the primary speaker in the

example, and the time at which the speech occurs in the transcript. This will help

readers identi where examples occur in relation to one another and whether they are

repeated.
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Chapter 2

Quantitative Study

2.1 Introduction

This study is a preliminary quantitative investigation on function of case mark-

ings in spontaneous Arabic speech. It is primarily quantitative in nature, and is meant

to complement and guide a future qualitative study on the same subject.

It is widely observed that spontaneous speech in modern standard Arabic

(MSA) tends to contain a variable amount of case markings between speakers, though

prescriptively all nouns required to be marked for case. One study by Parkinson (1994),

for example, tallied the use of case markings in interviews with four male Egyptians,

and found that their rate of case marking varied significantly, with the one speaker

marking less than two words per page of transcribed text, and another marking more

than 90% of words which were not before pauses. Holes (2004, pp. 65–70) suggests

that case marking is generally dropped before pauses (what he refers to as “pre-pausal”

position as opposed to “pre-junctural” position, i.e. speech that is continuing to flow),

though he suggests there might be some inconsistency in this. For example, he claims

that –in, the marker of indefinite genitive nouns, is generally omitted om nouns in

pre-pausal position, but not om attributive adjectives in the same position. How-

ever, he appears to be working with spoken written texts (speeches and news broadcasts)
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rather than purely spontaneous speech and thus one expects to find a greater equency

of case markings in those texts.

As discussed in the introduction, the fact that speakers seem to deviate sig-

nificantly om the prescriptive norms of MSA, but nonetheless appear to retain some

amount of case markings, suggests that case marking might have a function beyond

its purely syntactic and morphological role. Moreover, evidence om Holes (ibid.)

that there appear to be consistent patterned deviations om this norm suggests that

case markings in spoken Arabic have some more complex function than has previously

been investigated. The question of what function is served by case marking will be

addressed by this two-part study, beginning with this preliminary study which aims

at developing a numerical baseline for a deeper qualitative study.

2.1.1 Theoretical Basis

This study is based on a theory that the linguistic markedness of certain struc-

tures will be reflected to some degree by the equency of their use in spontaneous

speech, such that unmarked structures will be high equency, while marked struc-

tures will be less equent. Conversely, in any given stretch of speech, there will be

a greater number of unmarked structures than marked structures. Unmarked struc-

tures are seen as relatively automatic, while the use of equivalent marked structures is

a choice on the part of the speaker with linguistic (equently pragmatic) implications.

Markedness will be explored in two ways in this chapter. First, it will be

investigated on an internal level, comparing a speaker’s use of case marking with a fully

vowelled version of their own speech. This works as a measure of a speakers deviation
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om or fidelity to the prescriptive norms of case marking. Where there is a great

degree of congruity in the equency of actual and theoretical markings, this appears

to imply that the structure in question is less marked than structures with less of a

correlation between the two.

The second comparison will be made between speakers, to determine whether

there is an agreed upon set of rules governing case marking that cuts across speakers

and contexts. Here there is some danger that the differences in context (in that different

contexts dictate slightly different uses of certain structures) will influence the result,

however results om the internal comparisons will drawn upon to help reduce this.

In this comparison, structures with similar equencies of use by different speakers

imply that there is some norm with respect to those structures, while deviations om

this imply speaker idiosyncrasy. Looking at the differences across speakers will also

help determine to what degree case marking is idiosyncratic, and by extension, to what

degree there is a universally understood code behind the use of case markings.

2.1.2 Sources

The source of data for this speech is detailed in the introduction, on page 9.

This chapter is based on a subset of the data, detailed below:

• Dr. Rāshid Ġanūshī. First 5m:04s of the transcript.

• Dr. Ṣādiq Jalāl al-ʿAm. First 3m:16st.

• Dr. Yūsif al-Qaraḍāwī (om ‘al-Ittĳāh al-Muʿākis’ ). First 2m:06s.

• Dr. Ḫadīja Mufīd, First 4m:13s.
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• ‘Majlis an-Nahu’. First 1m:40s.

• Length of total subset of the data: 16m:19s.

2.1.3 Transcription and Counting Methodology

Transcriptions were divided into utterances based onmeaningful pauses (greater

than 100 ms) in Arabic, with all relevant end vowels marked.

The number of different markings in the transcript on nouns and adjectives.

Non-attributive adjectives were treated as nouns (e.g. predicate adjectives), as were

adverbs. Attributive adjectives were counted separately om nouns. Errors were also

counted separately, though they were quite rare. The grammatical function of the

nouns (subject of a nominal sentence, predicate, direct object, adverb, non-initial term

in an idaafa structure, etc), their definicity, and the reasons for their definicity (initial

term in an idaafa structure, marked with al-, etc) were also recorded. Additionally,

the number of terms which ended in ة –a which was not obligatorily pronounced (i.e.

not in an idaafa structure, or followed directly by a pronoun) but which were marked

for case were also counted. Prepositions, loosely defined to include high equency

“adverbs of place”, were not included in the totals.

The transcript was then fully vowelled, and the number of theoretical possibly

markings was counted. This count was not as detailed as the count for actual mark-

ings, as only the type of marking was recording, but function and definicity were not

included. This was primarily just to provide a baseline for analysis.
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2.2 Data
2.2.1 Theoretical Markings
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Figure ⒉1: Overview of Theoretical Tashk̄il Totals for Nouns

Figure ⒉1 shows the overall theoretical totals for all of the noun and attribu-

tive adjective case marking. The absolutely most equently occurring case marking

for nouns is –i, kasra, the mark used definite genitive nouns, and with –in, tanwiin

kasra, the mark for indefinite genitive, genitive marking accounted for 4⒐6% of case

markings on average. All nominative markings accounted for an average of 30.2% of

case markings, while accusative markings accounted for an average of ⒗5% of case
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markings. Masculine plurals in any case were quite rare in the transcripts. Indefinite

nouns that would be marked with tanwiin forms are much rarer than forms without

tanwiin, with tanwiin forms accounting for an average of 3⒈4% of all marked forms.

2.2.2 Actual Marking

Categorized Actual Noun Markings as 
Percentage of Theoretical
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Figure ⒉2: Actual Noun Markings as a Percentage of Theoretical Markings

Figure ⒉2 shows the categorized case marking as actually performed by the

speakers, expressed as a percentage of the theoretical markings. This graph helps

control for the nature of the speech used by each speaker, and shows what specific
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Categorized Actual Noun Markings as Percentage of Total 
Actual Taskhiil
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Figure ⒉3: Actual Noun Markings as Percentage of Actual Markings

structures are used almost as equently in spontaneous speech as theoretically would

be required. However, this graph also clearly shows how certain structures that are

identical between MSA and spoken Arabic tend to skew the totals. For example,

correct marking of non-nominative duals and masculine plurals is more or less in-

distinguishable om colloquial usage in most dialects, and certainly in what might be

termed “Educated Standard Arabic.” The data reflects this, where non-nominative dual
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and masculine plural marking tends to be around 100%, or in the case of Ghanushi,

110% since he actually uses the non-nominative ending on a nominative word. What

would be clearly marked here is the nominative –ūn(a) case ending, since it is almost

non-existent in the texts here.

The use of non-nominative dual and masculine plural markings does have the

potential to be marked when the long form is used, -īna/-ayni as opposed to the form

used in dialects, -īn/-ayn (or ēn). The latter is used on average ⒏2% of the time

(percentage of total actual marking not total theoretical marking), while the former is

used on average only ⒉6% of the time. This strongly suggests that the longer and

more standard form is more marked, though it’s noteworthy that Ghanushi uses the

longer form more equently. This is where stylistic choice — i.e. he may simply

want to employ a more marked form at certain points in the dialogue — might make

the markedness of a structure less clear, especially with one so poorly represented in

the data.

The other form that is used almost as much in spontaneous speech as in theory

is the –an marker of the accusative. This again may be due to the influence of the

colloquial, where –an is also a rather productive suffix for adverbials. Indeed, this is

supported by the evidence in figure ⒉4, below, which shows that the majority of nouns

that have accusative case marking are adverbs. This again suggests that the use of the

suffix –an is not likely to be highly marked.

The genitive markers –i and –in, kasra and tanwiin kasra, behave unusually.

As a percentage of total theoretical markings, actual use of these markers is quite low,

but as a percentage of the total actual markings, they, particularly kasra, quite high.
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Accusative Functions as a Percentage of 
Accusatives
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Figure ⒉4: Accusative Functions as a Percentage of Actual Accusatives

This reflects, of course, the fact that genitive marking is in general more prevalent

than the other cases (see figure ⒉1). However, it does appear as though in general,

-i is not highly marked, though the breakdown of its function in figure ⒉5, below,

suggests that its use as a marker of non-initial terms in idaafa constructions might be

marked.

All of the nominative markers occur quite inequently in all of the measures,
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Genitive Functions as Percentage of Genitives
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Figure ⒉5: Genitive Functions as a Percentage of Actual Genitives

which suggests that their use is marked. A breakdown by function shows no clear

patterns either.

With regard to the status of tanwiin marking, it at first seems as though the

raw data suggest than tanwiin is almost as equent in actual use as it is theoretically.

However, as discussed above, adverbs are marked quite equently in both MSA and

colloquial Arabic with –an, and therefore appear to be unmarked in both registers.
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Theoretical vs. Actual Totals for Tanwin
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Figure ⒉6: Theoretical vs. Actual Totals for Tanwiin

However, upon removing all instances of –an, the theoretical percentage use of tanwiin

does not change significantly, while the actual percentage use decreases significantly.

This now much larger gap suggests that –un and –in are much less equent in speech

than they would be prescriptively, and therefore their use may be marked in general.
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Theoretical vs. Actual Case Marking on 
Adjectives
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Figure ⒉7: Theoretical vs. Actual Case Marking on Adjectives

2.2.2.1 Attributive Adjectives

The rate at which adjectives are case marked in actual conversation is signifi-

cantly lower for all speakers than is predicted by prescriptive grammar. This suggests

strongly that adjectives with case endings are highly marked in spontaneous speech.
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2.2.2.2 Tā’ Marbūt.a

The morpheme –a⒯ ة ‘tāʔ marbūṭa’, is marked extremely inequently in con-

texts where it is not obligatory to pronounce it, with an average of ⒎3% of case marked

words ending with a taa’ marbuuta. This suggests that –a(t) with a pronounced case

ending is very highly marked. There does not appear to be any particularly strong

relationship between a particular case and –a(t), nor would such a relationship be very

meaningful given the small number of case marked –a(t) in the data.

2.2.2.3 Pre-Pronoun

Figure ⒉8 shows the marking on words that have a pronoun suffix, expressed

as a percentage of total definite case markings. There appears to be little agreement

between speakers on how many of these structures are marked with case, suggesting

that a speaker’s personal linguistic style might influence case marking here. The fact

that many of the genitive pre-pronoun nouns are might be related to the fact that the

case of the noun influences the pronunciation of the attached pronoun. Otherwise,

there seems to be little consistency.

2.2.2.4 Pre-pausal Forms

Simply counting whether words were inflected or not did not seem satisfactory,

as speakers did not necessarily pause at the end of completed utterances, nor did a pause

necessarily imply the completion of an utterance. Furthermore, no clear standard of

how to measure utterance completion could be arrived at in time to be included in this

study. Therefore, information on pausal forms must be le to the second half of this
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Pre-Pronoun Marking
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Figure ⒉8: Pre-pronoun Marking by Case

study.

2.3 Summary and Conclusion
2.3.1 Markedness

Based on the results of this study, the following structures appear to be marked,

and therefore should be the focus of subsequent qualitative analyses:
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• nominative endings of any type

• -īna/ayni long forms of masculine plural and dual non-nominative markings

• -i/-in on words which are non-initial terms in an idaafa

• tanwiin except on adverbs.

• adjectives with case endings

• nouns with final taa’ marbuuta –a(t)

The following appear to be relatively unmarked and are probably less important

to a qualitative analysis:

• adverbs marked with –an

• -i/-in aer prepositions

2.3.2 Personal Style

One result that has come out of this study is the possibility that personal style

plays a role in how much a speaker chooses to mark or not mark in their speech. Fig-

ure ⒉9 shows the significant variation between speakers. Even Qardawi and Azam,

both guests on the same show in a debate with one another, use significantly differ-

ent quantities of case and mood marking, suggesting that there is a stylistic rather

than purely contextual choice in how they use case marking. This is not to say that

style is entirely idiosyncratic and divorced om the linguistic environment; rather, it

is presumably observable and to some degree deliberately maintained. It may index
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Figure ⒉9: Total Actual Marking as a Percentage of Theoretical

specific notions of identity much like registers do, and in fact may provide a baseline

for understanding an individual’s use of register.

The primary aspect of case marking that appears to be stylistic in nature, based

on the data here, is the marking of nouns which have attached pronouns, due to the

large variation in this marking, especially in comparison with the possible instances of

marking available to the speaker.
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2.3.3 Conclusion

While the results of this study are somewhat unsurprising in general, in that

an intuitive sense of case and mood marking would suggest generally what was found,

this provides an important quantitative basis that justifies that intuition. Furthermore,

the fact that idiosyncrasies do appear to play a role in the type of case markings that a

speaker uses suggests that there is an element of style involved, and that a amework

that addresses that must be used as part of the final analysis.
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Chapter 3

Qualitative Study

This second half of the study will focus on a qualitative analysis of case mark-

ings in spontaneous Arabic speech. This section of the analysis will demonstrate that

these markings are part of a linguistic system which is governed by semantic, prag-

matic and sociolinguistic factors that play an equal or greater role than the syntactic

position of words in a sentence. It would be unnecessarily reductive to assume that

case marking is solely governed by a single factor, and therefore this analysis will as-

sume that any individual appearance of case marking is the result of influence om

both interrelated and discrete factors. At the same time, however, the influence of a

particular factor might be clearer than others, and these examples will help us separate

and classi the various motivations for case marking nouns and verbs in spontaneous

spoken Arabic texts.

This system does operate primarily within the syntactic system of actual case

marking, such that a speaker’s choice of what particular marking to use is largely deter-

mined by the context, leaving the speaker generally with a binary choice of whether or

not to mark a given word (in the case of duals and masculine plurals, a choice between

-ūn or -ūna or -īn, eg.) I claim that this choice between marking and not-marking is

largely motivated by the factors below, though at times the motivation to mark actually
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exceeds the speaker’s ability to assign syntactically correct case markings, suggesting

that the semantically rich non-syntactic uses of the system may actually exceed the

semantically poor syntactic component of the system.

In the pages that follow, I will argue that the following factors all simultane-

ously influence a speaker’s use of case and mood marking, and that they constitute a

linguistic system shared between different speakers om various parts of the Arabic

speaking world:

• Certain morphosyntactic considerations, especially the adverbial ending -an present

in both MSA and most dialects

• Salience, i.e. the salience of the marked word or phrase in the discourse.

• Formulae, i.e. the use of certain set phrases which necessarily carry with them

case marking.

• Pragmatics, including the necessity of maintaining a particular level of speech,

as well as the pursuit of certain conversational and rhetorical strategies.

• Style, i.e. an individual speaker’s attempt to use the various linguistic tools listed

here to construct a personal linguistic and social style.

3.1 Pauses

Before beginning the discussion of the factors that cause speakers to use case

marking, I will begin by discussing whether the occurence of a word before a pause will

actually influence how it is case marked. The literature has suggested that speakers
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generally omit case marking at pause boundaries, as discussed in the introduction, but

this has not been bourne out in the data. The prescriptive rules of case marking before

pauses is that no marking should occur on tāʔ marbūṭa whatsoever, and that all non-

tanwīn markings will disappear. Prescriptively, -in and -un should be omitted, while

-an should become -ā.

It is rather difficult to determine whether these rules actually apply in the data,

since the default for most speakers is to omit case marking regardless of whether the

word is in juncture or prepausal. However, a number of clear examples of case marking

before pauses have been found in the data, and indeed this is in keeping with the results

shown elsewhere, in that case marking oen corresponds to emphasis, which in turn

is oen realized by bounding a word or phrase with pause.

Examples of pre-pausal case marking om a number of speakers:

(⒊1) YQ - IM 00:04:40.870 – 00:04:4⒊370

tantahī (.5)

wa-kull-u farīq-un (.2)

It ends, and each side […]

(⒊2) RG — om example ⒊5

huwa juzʔ-un (.2) min ʿaqīdit it-tawḥīd (.2)

It is a part of the principle of unity […]

(⒊3) MAM — om example ⒊31

ʔatamannā (.3)
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yuʿāmal (.) muʿāmalat-an (.)

nuṣf ʔinsāniyya

I hope that one would be treated in a halfway humane manner.

(⒊4) YQ - IM — same as example ⒊4

ʔaʿ– ʔaʿlan ʿālamiyyat al-ʔislām (.4)

yaʿnī (.) tabārak allaḏī nazzal al-furqān ʿalā ʿabd-i-hi li-yakūn-a li-l-ʿālam-īna
naḏīr-an (.) [wa-mā ʔarsalnāh ka–]

SJA: [wa-l-ʔiǌīl ʔaʿlan ʿālamiyyat al-masiḥiyya]

YQ: [It] announced the universality of Islam, that is, ‘Hallowed is he who

om on high, step by step, has bestowed upon His servant the standard by

which to discern the true om the false so that to all the world it might be a

warning’, and he did not send him…

SJA: And the gospel announced the universality of Christianity…

All of the above examples show that speakers do indeed mark case before

pauses, and do not make a distinction between different types of tanwīn. In fact,

as mentioned above, ⒊4 shows that even in the quotation of Qurʔānic verses, the rules

of pause are not necessarily followed. Thus, it is not sufficient for us to argue that a

word is marked or not marked because it occurs before a pause.

3.2 Saliency

One of the most important functions of case marking on nouns appears to

be indicating or emphasizing the salience of a given word relative to the rest of the
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discourse. This section will discuss linguistic theories of salience, as well as how it is

typically realized in speech, then it will present evidence arguing that case marking of-

ten functions as ”salience-marking”, demarking which words are particularly important

to the discourse.

Khan, in a functional-pragmatic account of Semitic syntax (1988) which is

quite similar to this current work on a methodological level, provides an excellent

amework for the concept of saliency. He begins with a definition of topic, i.e, “an

individual or entity which occupies a central position in a stretch of discourse (Khan,

1988, p. xxxv)”, and notes that previous work has shown that topics a) tend to “be

referred to equently and at close intervals”, and b) tend to “occupy the subject/agent

slot of the clause (ibid.)” Khan also defines a topic span, as a “stretch of discourse in

which a certain referant has topic status (ibid.)”, and notes that such spans oen nest

within one another, creating a primary and secondary topic.

While a topic is the main focus of a span of discourse, the theme is the in-

formation given pertaining to the topic, and a theme span is “stretch of discourse the

content of which belongs to a single semantic domain (ibid.) ” and which, moreover,

can also exhibit nesting in the same way as topic spans. Themes can vary in their level

of description, such that multiple instances of the same general theme can vary in how

specific or general their account is. Khan gives the example, “They took care of his

needs. They sobered him up, fed him, clothed him, and gave him a place to stay (p.

xxxvi)”, where the first sentence is clearly more general than the second.

Khan also distinguishes between foregrounded information, i.e. the material

that supports the main purpose of the discourse and backgrounded information which
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merely contributes in a secondary nature to the speaker’s goal.

Khan moves on to the topic of individuation, which is extremely important

to this study as well. Individuation, as Khan defines it, “refers to the distinctness or

salience of a nominal form om its own background, and in some circumstances, also

its distinctness om the other nominals in the clause (pp.xxxvi–xxxvii)”. Individuation

is determined by a large number of factors, but can be seen primarily as the degree to

which the speaker is referring to a specific or known entity. Drawing on Khan, Brustad

(2000, p. 24) has adapted and condensed the factors related to individuation into the

following categories:

• Agency: related to animacy/inanimacy, social status, possibly gender and age

• Definiteness: related to morphosyntactic or semantic definicity.

• Specificity: related to the level that the object is specified in the speaker’s mind

• Textual prominence: related to the role that the noun plays in the text

• Qualification: related to the additional specification of the noun through de-

scription

• Quantification: related to the status of the noun as either a collective or a count-

able group

It is noteworthy that individuation therefore correlates to some degree with

morphosyntactic definiteness, in that what is normally marked with either an indefi-

nite article (as in English) or no article (as in Arabic) is typically ‘indefinite’ and thus
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perceptually somewhat less salient and important to the speaker. Likewise, what is

marked as definite is seen as given, or known, and therefore somewhat more salient.

This distinction, however, is not always so clearcut, and as Brustad (2000) shows,

definiteness in Arabic is better conceived of as a continuum rather than a binary dis-

tinction. Both morphosyntactically indefinite and definite nouns can be more or less

individuated, and we will show that this is reflected in their case marking.

It is also extremly important to note that individuation itself is a continuum

rather than a dichotomy, such that it is difficult to refer to an ‘individuated’ versus

a completely ‘non-individuated’ referent, and moreover there are numerous, overlap-

ping and simultaenously influential factors that determine whether or not an object is

individuated.

Due to the fact that he is primarily focused on written texts, Khan (1988)

is generally uninterested in prosodic information. However, in spoken language, a

speaker can take advantage of prosodic modifications to their speech in order to clearly

demonstrate which elements in their speech are particularly salient. Previous studies

on prosody in discourse indicate that there are specific prosodic factors that correlate

with semantically focused elements in sentences. Wells (1986), for example, shows

that in English, participants in a study were all able to distinguish between at least

two levels of focus in a particular set of sentences. These points of focus were deter-

mined primarily through prosodic factors, though the study was unable to distinguish

a single, measurable correlate. Instead, it appears that pitch, loudness and rhythm all

correlate with semantic focus, and that it is a combination of these factors that best

predicts whether an element is focused. Cruttenden (1997), also working on English,
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lists a number of functions that can be marked prosodically, including contrastivity,

the marking of new or old information, and placing of focus. The latter two are no-

table in that they correlate with some of the phenomena discussed by Brustad (2000).

Therefore, while Khan deliberately avoids the term emphasis, the term will be used

here in reference to a variety of prosodic and phonological factors used to mark a dis-

course element as being somehow salient or focused. Emphasis is not necessarily only

loudness, but can include changes in stress, and marking the phrase off with pauses.

Emphasis is extremely important here, as it operates as a sort of diagnostic, since highly

salient elements will at times be emphasized phonologically. Emphasis can also occur

on a non-phonological level as well, as in the repetition of certain elements, or the use

of emphatic words or structures. For example, in a pronoun dropping language like

Arabic, using an explicit independent pronoun with a verb would be a clear example

of emphasis.

The term salience will refer in this text to the convergence of the various ele-

ments discussed above in a given element of the discourse, such that a highly individu-

ated topic in the foreground is viewed as more salient than elements of the background,

or less individuated elements, etc. Such elements may also be referred to as focused

elements of the discourse. Phonological emphasis here is not necessarily a factor in

saliency as much as a symptom of it, in that we expect that in some instances highly

salient elements will be emphasized phonological. Hence, emphasis as defined here is

an excellent tool for determining the status of a word or phrase viz a viz its salience in

the discourse.

Salience is necessarily a phenomenon that can only apply to a limited number
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of elements in a discourse. Too many highly salient, focused elements would dilute

the power of that focus, raising the bar as it were, and leaving the speaker with no way

to emphasize what is or is not salient at the given moment. Highly salient or focused

elements are therefore inherently marked, in the sense that they are less equent, with

respect to the rest of the discourse.

Due to the necessary rarity of focused elements, it seems extremely natural

that the linguistic markers for salience would themselves need to be somewhat rare.

As the quantitative study in part I of this thesis showed, case marking in spontaneous

spoken Arabic is quite rare, with none of the speakers in the survey marking more

than approximately 30% of all nominals in their speech, with an average of about 20%

marking. Thus, case markers are an excellent candidate for marking saliency in Arabic,

and we will show that they are used for exactly this purpose in the following section.

Note also that the very morphophonological nature of case marking in Arabic

also makes it a good candidate for a marker of salience. Final vowel markings add

an additional syllable to the work that the mark, which itself may act as a form of

phonological emphasis.

3.2.1 Case Markers as Indicators of Salience in Spoken Formal Arabic

This section will show that case markers in spontaneous spoken formal Arabic

are used in a deliberate way by speakers to mark highly salient nominal elements in

the discourse. This marking applies to both morphosyntactially definite and indefinite

nouns, single and plural. For singular and plural nouns with broken plurals, speakers

generally have a binary choice between marking, or not marking the noun with a case
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marker. However, as mentioned previously, for masculine sound plurals and duals

a more complex set of distinctions is present, since the final vowel may or may not

be pronounced. The assumption here is that the more marked version, in terms of

equency of occurance and distance om the colloquial form, is indicative of greater

salience, such that -īna is more salient than -īn and in contexts where the form is

prescriptively in the nominative, the distinction would be tripartate, om most to

least marked: -ūna > -ūn > -īn. 1

We will begin by showing that highly salient nominal elements tend to receive

case marking, while less salient nominal elements generally do not. To do this, we will

employ various diagnostics that generally correlate with salience to show that salient

words are case marked. For example, phonological emphasis is equently indicative of

salience:

(⒊5) RG 00:00:⒗640 – 00:00:3⒈040

f-al-ʔīmān-u bi-kull-i l-ʔanbiyāʔ (.5)

huwa juzʔ-un (.2) min ʿaqīdit it-tawḥīd (.2)

tawḥīd in-nubūʔa wa-tawḥīd ah (.3) ar-risāla (.4)

ʔāyḍ-an al-mujtamaʿ allaḏī banā-hu ʔan-nabiy ṣalla wa sallam wa-huwa

mujtamaʿ ʔislāmiy kāna mujtamaʿ taʿaddudiyy
So the belief in all of the prophets is a part of the principle of oneness [i.e

monotheisim]. The oneness of prophets and the oneness of the message.

1This is assuming of course that the speaker prefers not to make an error by using the F form -īna
with a nominative noun, and indeed such mistakes do not appear to occur in the data.
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Also, the society that the prophet built, peace be upon him, which was an

Islamic society, was a multicultural society.

(⒊6) FN 00:10:0⒎960 – 00:10:⒚290

huwa mašrūʿ yataṭābaq maʿ aš-šarīʿa wa-lā– laysa min ḥaqqī ʔaḥad
Host: hmmm

li-ʔanna-hu huwa yaḫtalif maʿ hāzā l-qānūn (.2)

ʔan yaddaʿī li-nafs-i-hi al-kalām waḥd-a-hu (.) bi-sm-i š-šarīʿa

It is a project that is in accordance with šarīʿa and it is not anybody’s right,

because he does not agree with this law, to ascribe to himself exclusively speech

in the name of šarīʿa.

(⒊7) MN 00:02:⒚440 – 00:02:2⒊180

al– ʔah– al-luġa l-ʿarabiyya (.6)

ka-ʔayyat-i luġa (.) lahā nið̣ām

The Arabic language, like any [other] language has a system.

In example ⒊5, both al-ʔīmān ‘belief ’ and al-mujtamaʿ ‘society’ are topics, but

it is clear that the former is significantly more salient. The speaker clearly sets off the

first topic, al-ʔīmān , and the important part of its theme, huwa juzʔ-un prosodically.

Furthermore, the speaker also inserts a copular pronoun huwa here. As Khan (1988,

p. 50) notes:

[Copular pronouns are] conditioned by the individuation of the predicate
nominal, as is shown by the fact that they tend to be used before defi-
nite nominals or indefinite nominals which are specified by some sort of
qualifier, but not before indefinite unqualified nominals. (emphasis mine)
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Thus, by inserting the copular pronoun before the predicate nominal, juzʔ-un, the
speaker has marked it as salient prosodically, morphologically, and syntactically.

In contrast to this, the second topic, al-mujtamaʿ, is quickly skipped over in a

single utterance as a sort of aerthought. It is clearly not salient and retrievable in the

same way as the first topic, since it needs to be further defined with a relative clause,

in spite of being definite. In the first topic, both the nominal expressing the topic, al-

ʔīmān and its focused predication juzʔ-un are case marked, while the second, clearly

less salient topic is not.

Similarly, in example ⒊6, in the first utterance and third utterances, the speaker

clearly emphasizes the words haqq-i and waḥd-a-hu respectively, both of which are

extremely important to the “point” of these utterances. Both of these emphasized

words are case marked. We see the same phenomenon in example ⒊7, where the word

ka-ʔayyat-i is also both emphasized and case marked.

Similarly, linear order also is a good indicator of salience. Arabic has quite

flexible word order, and changes in linear order oen relate to salience. Indeed, Khan

(1988, pp. 51-57) shows that nominals extraposed om VSO sentences are typically

assumed to be familiar, are perceptually salient, and generally prominent in the fol-

lowing text. All of these are correlated with salience, and therefore it is reasonable to

expect that the first item with respect to linear order is generally more salient than

later items.

In the following examples, we have two contrastive examples where the same

words receive different marking, as well as a third showing the same phenomenon with
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a different speaker:

(⒊8) Linear Order

a FWO-HM 00:08:⒛860 – 00:08:30.840

wa-bayn al-marʔat-i wa-r– ʔar-rajul tataqāsam al-ʔadwār ʿalā ʔasās (.6)

ʔanna ʔal-marʔa la-hā huwiyya muḥaddada bi-ṣifat-i-hā ʔuntā wa-bi-ṣiffat-i-hā

ʔum

And between women and men, the roles are shared on the basis that the

woman has a particular identity, in her capacity as a woman and as a mother.

b FWO-HM 00:19:4⒐460 – 00:19:5⒉570

bayna rajul-in wa-mraʔa lā tarbuṭ-u bayna-hum ʔayyat rābiṭa

Between a man and a woman who are not linked by any bonds.

c RG 00:03:2⒍600 – 00:03:3⒍572

fa-l-jamīʿ-u muslim-ūna wa-ġayr muslim-īn (.3)

((quieter)) mu- mutasāw-ūna ʔamām al-qānūn

And so everyone, Muslim or non-Muslim, is equal before the law.

In example ⒊8a, not only is al-marʔat-i ‘the woman’ the first of the two coor-

dinated terms, but it is also the topic of the following sentence, thus suggesting that

it is highly salient, whereas ar-rajul is the second in terms of linear order, and is not

the topic under discussion here, hence al-marʔat-i is case marked and ar-rajul. This

contrasts with the ⒊8b, where rajul-in is marked and ʔimraʔat is not, since rajul-in

is the first in the linear order and therefore presumably more salient. Similarly, ⒊8c
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has the final -a vowel on muslim-ūna vs. ġayr al-muslimīn, which is partially due to

the linear order, and partially to the more individuated nature of a specific ground,

‘Muslims’ vs. a general category, i.e. ‘Non-Muslims’.

While other examples do not necessarily demonstrate as clear a contrast be-

tween marked and unmarked entries, in the examples shown here it is clear that the

nominals which have the features described as salient above are oen marked. For

example, the following examples illustrate nominals representing the topic of the span

of speech occurring with case marking:

(⒊9) MN - 00:00:⒗340 – 00:00:2⒏409

fa-haḏihi ʔin šāʔ allah bidāyat haḏihi al-majālis (.8)

majālis (.7)

fī l-luġat-i l-ʿarabiyya (.) ʿan naḥw-i-hā (.5)

wa-ṣarf-i-hā (.7)

wa-ʔasālīb-i-hā l-mustaʿmala (.) qadīm-an wa hadīṯ-an

And so, God willing, this is the beginning of these seminars - seminars on the

Arabic language, on its syntax, its morphology and its various styles used

[both] past and present.

(⒊10) RG 00:07:2⒈680 – 00:07:2⒋842

al-ḥall-u ʔiḏan (.4)

((quieter)) huwa l-ʿawda li-d-dimuqraṭiya

The solution, therefore, is the return to democracy.

(⒊11) MAM 00:29:2⒎360 – 00:29:3⒌310
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fa-lā tatawaqqaʿ (.6)

ʔan takūn al-fikrat-u ʿan as-sugūn al-ʿarabiyya (.3)

ʔaw ʿan al-muḥaqqiq-īn (.2) ʔal-ʿarab (.4)

fikrat-an malāʔikiyya

So don’t expect the idea of Arab prisons or Arab interrogators to be an angelic

one.

In example ⒊9 above, the speaker is actually explicating the topics that will

be discussed, each of which is case marked. In example ⒊10, the topic al-ḥall-u ‘the

solution’ is case marked. Note also example ⒊5, where the topic al-ʔīmān-u is also

case marked. In ⒊11, both instances of the topic al-fikrat-u and fikrat-an are case

marked. The case marking of nominals representing the topic, which is by definition

highly salient, is further evidence of the role of case marking in indicating saliency.

The themes of discussion, i.e. the information predicated to the topic, are

also equently case marked. Again, in example ⒊5, juzʔ-un is marked with both case

marking and phonological emphasis. The following are further examples of this:

(⒊12) FWO - HM 00:07:5⒌560 – 00:08:0⒉470

bal huwa (.) yadūr (.3)

ḥayṯu ma dār mabdaʔ al-istiḫlāf ʔay ʔanna al-ʔinsān (.5)

kāʔin-un mustaḫlaf-un fī al-ʔarḍ (.5)

lī– ʔah ʔal-qiyām bi-taḥqīq al-ʿadl wa-r-raḥma fī l-ʔarḍ

[Rather], it revolves around the same point as the principle of stewardship, i.e.

that humans are stewards [lit. steward entities] on Earth, to undertake the task
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of realizing fairness and mercy on Earth.

In example ⒊12, the topic here of ‘the principle of stewardship’ and the role of

human beings is predicated to the theme kāʔin-un mustaḫlaf-un which is marked for

case.

An appeal to the concept of topic and theme may help explain the following

example that might be otherwise difficult to account for:

(⒊13) RG 00:01:⒘700 – 00:01:3⒌780

bal it-tārīḫ al-ʔislāmiy (.3)

ahh lam yaʿrif (.3)

mā ʿarafat-u ʔurūbā (.2)

qadīm-an wa la yazāl-a - lā t- lā yazāl-u baʿḍ-u-hu qāʔim-an fī ʔirlāndā wa-fī

busnā lam yaʿrif tārīḫ-u-nā (.3)

al-ḥurūb ad-dīniyya (.6)

kānat ḥurūb ḥawla as-siyāsa ḥawla as-sulṭa wa-lam takun ḥurūb-an (.3)

ḥawla ad-dīn (.2)

Indeed, Islamic history has not experienced what Europe experienced, in the

past, and [even now] some of this is still present in Ireland and Bosnia. Our

history has not known religious wars - the wars have been over politics,

hegemony, but they were not wars over religion.

In this example, it seems odd that the word ḥurūb, ostensibly the topic of the discourse,

is not marked with case marking in the second to past line in the positive, but aer
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the same verb kāna in the negative we do see case marking. This may be explainable

here by the fact that the topic is not simply wars in general, but rather the fact that

religious wars were not a part of Islamic history. Hence, discussion of wars in general

is less salient to the topic then the negative proposition, that there were not wars (of

a religious nature), i.e. lam takun ḥurūb-an.

In addition to indicating the topic and theme, highly individuated nouns are

marked with case marking. Note that as defined above, individuation also includes tex-

tual prominence, so there is a large amount of overlap between the following examples

and examples shown previously.

The clearest cases of case marking on highly individuated nouns come om

those nouns which are morphosyntactically indefinite. Brustad (2000, pp. 25–26) notes

that definicity, a dichotomy in Arabic, does not always correspond to individuation,

but that there appears to be a continuum om indefinite, unindividuated to indefinite

individuated to definite. In traditional morphological accounts, only the two extremes

of the spectrum could be marked. However, the use of the case marking system detailed

in this thesis suggests that a four-way distinction can now be expressed:

Indefinite, less individuated would be morphosyntactically indefinite, i.e. unmarked

Indefinite, more individuated would be morphosyntactically indefinite, but could be

marked with case markings2

2This obviously is equivalent to Brustad (2000)’s “indefinite-specific” category. What is interesting
here is that as opposed to colloquial Arabic, the formal MSA used here actually allows a greater amount
of distinction.
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Definite, relatively less individuated would bemorphosyntactically definite, but with-

out case markings

Definite, relatively more individuated would bemorphosyntactically definite andmarked

with case.

These distinctions appear to fall along the spectrum discussed by Brustad, om less

specified to more specified.

The next set of examples will illustrate the use of case marking to indicate

highly individuated nouns:

In the example below, majmūʿat-in is clearly highly individuated, since it is

clearly and precisely defined by a following group of adjectives:

(⒊14) FWO - HM 00:06:⒑990 – 00:06:2⒌510

ʔana bi-n-nisbat-i lī lā yumkin ʔan nataḥadaṯ ʿan ʔadwār namaṭiyya (.6)

ʔadwār an-namaṭiyya hiya (.4)

ʿamaliyyat nasḫ li-dawr ʿalā majmūʿat-in (.3)

bašariyya muḫtalifat (.4)

ʔal-munṭalaq-āt wa-l-mukawwan-āt wa-l-ʔabʿād

In my opinion, it is not possible to talk about stereotypical roles - stereotypical

roles are a process of copying a role onto a group of people who differ in

background, substance and dimension.

An even clearer example of this is ⒊15, where the general topic of ‘roles’ is

so highly individuated and topicalized that it is treated as though it were definite,
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even though morphosyntactically it is not. Hence, in the phrase taqūm-u bi-dawr-

in muḥaddad allaḏī huwa al-ʔumūmat w-allaḏī la yumkin, definite relative markers are

used in spite of the fact that dawr-in is actually indefinite syntactically, and even marked

with the indefinite case-ending -in. Furthermore, the fact that all indefinite instances

of dawr noun are case marked, and all of the definite instances are not supports the

proposed continuum of marking discussed above. 3

(⒊15) FWO - HM 00:08:⒛860 – 00:08:5⒌810

wa-bayna l-marʔat-i wa-r– ʔar-rajul tataqāsam al-ʔadwār ʿalā ʔasās (.6)

ʔanna ʔal-marʔa la-hā huwiyya muḥaddada bi-ṣifat-i-hā ʔuntā wa-bi-ṣiffat-i-hā

ʔum (.2)

Host: mmm

bi-ṣiffat-i-hā ʔumm taqūm-u bi-dawr-in muḥaddad allaḏī huwa al-ʔumūma (.3)

wa-llaḏī lā yumkin (.2)

ʔal-batta li-rajul ʔan yaḥtall-a haḏā al-maqām (.) fī ḥīn (.4)

yumkin li-l-marʔa (.2)

ʔan taqūm-a bi-dawr-in (.3)

ʔiḍāfī (.) min masāḥat al– ʔah dawr ʔar-rajul (.) ʔay fī l-ḫārĳ yumkin-u-hā ʔan

taqūm-a bi-dawr al– (.3)

ʔal-ʔumm (.) wa-fī nafs al-waqt yumkin-u-hā ʔan tuʔaddī dawr-an (.4)

ʔāḫar

3It is notable that this example bears a strong resemblence to similar instances presented by Brustad
(2000, section ⒊1), such as undawwir-la bnayya lli tnāsib-la ‘We look for a girl who will suit him (p.
95)’ om Kuwaiti Arabic. This is a clear example of the parallels between Brustad’s “indefinite-specific”
and indefinite nouns with case marking.
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ḫārĳ-a (.) ʔal-bayt dūn ʔan yumass-a ḏālak-a b-huwiyyat-i-hā4

And between women and men, the roles are shared on the basis that the

woman has a particular identity, in her capacity as a woman and as a mother.

In her capacity as a mother, she assumes a specific role, which is motherhood,

and which is a position that men definitely cannot occupy, whereas women are

able to undertake an additional role in comparison to the role of the man.

That is, outside [the house] she can assume the role of the mother, and at the

same time she can fulfill another role, outside of the house, without ininging

upon her identity.

The example below similarly has two indefinite words that are defined and

topically important:

(⒊16) RG 00:05:2⒌320 – 00:05:40.820

ʔinnamā ʔayḍ-an jamāʿāt-un ʿilmāniyya wa-jamāʿāt-un (.3)

ʔayḍ-an rasmiyya (.4)

taqūm bi-hāḏā min ʔah l-taḥqīq-i l-maṣāliḥ l-manʿ-i qiyām id-dīmuqraṭiyya (.)

fī tilk al-bilād

Whereas also, secular groups as well as official groups under take this to realize

a goal, to prevent the establishment of democracy is those countries.

4The speaker very deliberately pauses aer ḫārĳ-a ‘outside’, which suggests it may also be empha-
sized in some way (i.e. to emphasize outside rather than inside). The fact that she pronounces the
prescriptively required final vowel is suggestive of a possibility that here too the vowel is related to
emphasis.
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Similarly, example ⒊17 discusses a specific malady that has the following sen-

tence devoted specifically to discussing it, and it comes as no suprise based on the

analysis developed here that ʿillat-in ‘malady’ is marked.

(⒊17) FN 00:11:0⒍350 – 00:11:2⒈050

ʔanā ʿandī wāqiʿa muḥaddada li-ṣaḥafiyya

mutazawwiga min ṣaḥafiy

wa-munḏu ḫamsa sanawāt taṭlub aṭ-ṭalāq li-ʿillat-in fī z-zawg

ʔasbat-a-hā ṭ-ṭibb aš-šarʿī

wa-maʿa zālik lā tastaṭīʿ ʔan taḥṣul ʿalay-hi

I have a specific example of a female journalist, married to a[nother] journalist.

For five years, she has been requesting a divorce due to the husband’s [sexual]

disfunction, which has been proved by legitimate medical [analysis], but in

spite of this is unable to get divorced.

The two examples below show that for plural nouns that take masculine plural,

the -ūn -ūna suffixes can be used to indicate highly individuated nouns. In example

⒊19, it’s notable that only the noun itself is marked initially, but when the speaker

breaks down in a disfluency and resumes, he marks the adjective (which is apparently

the theme of this section) with the final vowel mawjūd-ūna in what appears to be an

attempt to emphasize it.

(⒊18) RG 00:02:5⒈980 – 00:03:0⒊640

fa-l-fuqahāʔ wa-l-muslim-ūna ʔah rĳāl ad-dastūr (.3)

al-fuqahāʔ ad-dastūriy-ūn al-ʔislāmiy-ūn al-muʿāṣir-ūn (.3)
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lā yaʿtabir-ūna (.3)

ʔanna aḏ-ḏimmata mulzima wa-yaʿtabir-ūna ʔanna al-muwāṭana

So the Islamic scholars and Muslims, constitutional scholars, [i.e.] modern

Islamic constutional scholars, do not consider that ḏimma is necessary, and

they consider citizenship […]

(⒊19) MAM 00:23:40.350 – 00:23:4⒍060

yā sayyid-ī (.2) hunāka muʿtaqal-ūna siyāsiy-ūn mawjūd-ūn fī– fī– m– (.1)

mawjūd-ūna fī kull-i s-sugūn il-ʿarabiyya

Sir, there are political prisoners in all of the Arab prisons.

In ⒊20, the speaker is actually discussing a particular version or part of the

Qur‘̄an, making it particularly individuated in this context:

(⒊20) YQ-IM 00:15:4⒏970 - 00:15:50.600

yaʿnī fī l-qurʔān-i l-makk-ī

That is, in the Meccan part of the Qurʔān.

Similarly, in the following example, the speaker marks the word sign-i when

referring specifically to the ‘prison at Palmyra’, but does not mark the more general

references to other prisons. In fact, the relative rarity of markings on plural nouns

might be related to the fact that they are inherently less individuated than singular

nouns.

(⒊21) MAM 00:24:2⒋040 – 00:24:4⒊010
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…

fī– fī sign-i tadmur (1.2)

tamma dafn sabʿ-u miʔat šaḫṣ qarīb-an min as-sign (1.1)

fī sign-i tadmur fī s-sūriyya (.3)

fī– fī s– as-sugūn ʔil– ʔil– ʔuh– ʔal-maġribiyya

…

fī s-sugūn ʔal– ʔal– ʔuh– ʔal-yamaniyya iḫtafū

At Palmyra prison, seven hundred people were buried near the prison. At

Palmyra prison, in Syria. In the Moroccan prisons […]. In the Yemeni prisons,

there disappeared […]

In some cases, there are words which appear not to be individuated at all, but

which are nonetheless marked, as in the following example:

(⒊22) SJA 00:02:⒘780 – 00:02:2⒌450

wa-l-ʔaṯniyyāt ʔal-mawjūda fī mujtamaʿ-in mā (.7)

ʔaw ʔallatī yataʔallaf min-ha ḏālik al-mujtamaʿ

And the ethnicities found in a given society, or which constitute that society.

In spite of the particle mā, traditionally viewed as a ‘generalizing’ particle, the word

mujtamaʿ-in is case marked. By definition, we expect something that is marked specif-

ically as general to be less individuated rather than more individuated. However, the

following sentence makes it clear that the topic of these utterances is the ‘society’ that

the author is referring to, and indeed it may be the case that this mā particle is better
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viewed as a indefinite-specific marker.5

The following example shows the use of the categorical negation:

(⒊23) SJA 00:12:0⒈240 - 00:12:0⒊760

al-masʔale lā ʿalāqat-a la-hā bi-l-masīḥiyya

The matter has [absolutely] no relationship with Christianity.

Here the speaker marks, correctly, the indefinite noun with -a, as categorical

negation cannot be marked with tanwīn. This is obviously a highly salient word, and

the fact that the prescriptive rule requires that this be marked as though it were definite

makes this construction appear parallel in some ways to ⒊15, where a morphologically

indefinite noun is treated as a definite.6

Using the principles of topic, theme and individuation outlined here, it is much

easier to explain the variation in case marking in the following passage:

(⒊24) Variations in marking with šayʔ

a MN 00:02:⒚440 – 00:02:4⒏640

al– ʔah– al-luġa l-ʿarabiyya (.6)

ka-ʔayyat-i luġa (.) lahā nið̣ām (.8)

wa-hāḏā ʔayḍ-an bi-ṣ-ṣūra allatī qulnā (.5)

→ ʔanna kull-i šayʔ (.) yaqūm ʿalā nið̣ām (.8)

5Wright (1896–1898, ii. §136, rem. e) notes that it is called in Arabic mā al-ibhāmiyya ‘mā of
obscurity’, but does note that it carries “a vague intensiing force.”

6See for example Sībūwayh (1999, v. 2, p. 300) for a discussion of how to mark categorical negation.
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lammā naqūl nið̣ām (.) yaʿni naḥnu fī qalb al-ʿilm (.9)

→ nið̣ām yaʿnī kull šayʔ yaʿni yasīr (.2)

wa-ḥqaq-a qawānīn taḥkum-u (.5)

lays-at hunāk fīhi ʿašwāʔiyya (.5)

→ bal yūjid šīʔ (.5)

ʔah yaʿnī bi-l-muṣādafa (.4)

→ wa-ʔinnamā kull-u šayʔ-in la-hu ʔasbāb-u (.5)

wa-la-hu qawānīn-u allatī yumkin ʔan nastanid ʔilay-hā wa-naḥnu naʿtabir-ha

The Arabic language, like any [other] language, has a system. This is also in

the form that we’ve discussed, i.e. that everything is based on a system - when

we say ‘system’, we are in the essence of science. ‘System’ means that everything

proceeds according to laws which control it. There is no randomness, indeed

there is [not] something coincidental. Rather, every single thing has its causes,

and it has rules which we can depend upon while we consider it […]

b MN 00:02:5⒋060 - 00:03:0⒏820

haḏā n-nið̣ām nafs-u-hu huwa al-mawjūd ʔayḍ-an fī al-luġa (.3)

wa-mawjūd fī ʔayya šayʔ min maḫlūq-āt Allah subḥān-u wa-taʿālā (.2)

ʔinna kull-a šayʔ-in ḫalaqnā-hu (.3)

→ bi-qadr (.3) 7

fa-l-luġa ʔayḍ-an (.) maḫlūqat-un bi-qadr (.) la-ha nið̣ām-u-hā (.2)

wa-la-hā qawānīn (.3)

7Qurʔān 54:49
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lamā nataḥaddaṯ naqūl ʔinna-hā nið̣ām wa-la-hā qawānīn (.3)

This organization itself is also found in language, and is found in anything

that God, may he be praised, created: ”Verily everything have we created in

due measure and proportion.” Thus language also was created in due measure

and proportion - it has organization, and it has laws. When we speak, we say

organization and laws […]

The first three examples of šayʔ in both of the examples above are unmarked

for similar reasons. The passage is not necessarily concentrated on those things in

particular, and the topic of the passage is ‘systems’ rather than these things. Translated,

the first and second instance might be best expressed by ‘everything’, the third by

‘something’ or ‘some things’. The fourth instance of šayʔ is actually marked (šayʔ-

in). This instance differs om the previous three in that it is followed by a complex

predication that refers back to it multiple times, and of which it is the semantic focus.

In fact, here the secondary topic appears to be describing these ‘things’ which are

part of the system. For this reason, the translation for the fourth instance of šayʔ is

best rendered as ‘every single thing’. This is similar to the appearance of the the case

marked šayʔ-in in ⒊24b, which again seems to be referring to every single thing that

God has created.8

Due to the equent marking of the words šayʔ and juzʔ, it might be argued

that these words, both ending in a final glottal stop, are marked for phonological

8It is also extremely important to note that this is also a Quranic passage, which definitely influences
the marking here. Note however that the following utterance is a quote om the same verse but is not
case marked.
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reasons, in some attempt to make [ʔ] more pronouncable. However, example ⒊24, as

well as the occurence of mabdaʔ in example ⒊12, show that words with final glottal

stops can go unmarked, and that there must be another reason the equent marking

of these two words. The alternative explanation would be that šayʔ and juzʔ are oen

the topics of their discourse spans, and are oen quite specified for indefinite nouns,

in spite of being very general terms. Speakers oen use the terms to launch into an

explanation of which things or parts they are discussing exactly, and therefore those

words are quite salient to these discourse segments

Interestingly, the general topic of ⒊24, an-nið̣ām, the system of language, is

suprisingly unmarked given how salient it is. One option may be that its salience is

clearly obvious om its position in the dialog and its the equent repetition of the

word, and therefore speaker feels no further need to mark it. However, this does

underscore one weakness of this approach, in that it is not predictive but rather can

only hope to elucidate certain trends that generally occur and for which there are

exceptions for reasons unknown.

The word kull ‘every, all’ is equently marked, so oen as to seem formulaic.

It occurs 27 times in the data, and is case marked 19 times, i.e. 70.3% of the time.

However, the very nature of this word is both emphatic and salient, so it seems like

the marking may be conditioned by saliency. When used in construct with a following

indefinite, it means ‘every ‥’, and hence has a highly individuated meaning since it de-

notes every individual member of a set. When used with a following definite plural, it

means ‘all of the …’ which thus encompasses a whole (note the influence of quantifi-

cation mentioned above). It can also be used following a word for emphatic meaning,
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as in the following examples:

(⒊25) MN 00:04:2⒈580 – 00:04:2⒌020

kamā sa-narā ʔin šāʔ Allah hiya tarbiṭ bi-l-ḥayā al-ʿarabiyyā kull-a-hā

As we shall see, God willing, it is connected to the entirety of the Arabic [way

of ] life.

(⒊26) YQ - IM 00:04:4⒏600 – 00:05:0⒋540

ʿan mawqif-i-hi (.) wa ʔanā šārakt fī (.5)

nadwa sābiqa (.5)

fī ʔuh (.) dār al-ḥikma sanat ʔalf wa-tisuʿmiyya wa-ḫamsa wa tamanīn

FQ: naʿm

maʿ ad-daktūr Fuʔād Zakariyya (.8)

wa- (.) baqīna (.) kull-un ʿalā mabdaʔ-i-hi wa-kull-un ʿalā mawqif-ih

From his point of view. And I [also] participated in a previous discussion, at

Dār Al-Ḥikma in 1985, with Dr. Fuʔād Zakariyya, and we all held to our

[original] principles and [original] points of view.

It seems that here (and in other examples above), the highly semantically em-

phatic nature of kull causes it to be marked for case. However, it may be marked for

phonological reasons as well, a possibility that is supported by the following examples

(as well as in ⒊25 above):

(⒊27) MAM 00:24:2⒈410 - 00:24:2⒉750

fī kull-a s-sugūn al-ʿarabiyya

In all of the Arab prisons.
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(⒊28) MN 00:02:2⒍420 – 00:02:2⒏380

ʔinna kull-i šayʔ (.) yaqūm ʿalā nið̣ām

Indeed, everything is based on organization.

(⒊29) MN 00:03:2⒍800 – 00:03:2⒏720

hāḏihi ṭarīq il-ʿilm (.) ʿilm yabhas fī kull-a šayʔ

This is the method of science. Science investigates everything.

Here, the speakers use the incorrect marking, which might be simply to aid

in the pronunciation of the words in the phrase. It is notable that both speakers who

make these mistakes are Egyptian, which is known for the insertion of epenthetic

vowels at the end of words.

The following discrepancy in marking of themafʿūl muṭlaq ‘cognate accusative’

may also be explainable by an appeal to the concept of individuation:

(⒊30) RG 00:06:00.100 – 00:06:⒚640

bi-qaṭʿ in-nað̣r-i ʿan al-qāʔim-īna bi-hā wa-naḥnu (.2) wa-naʿtabar-u ʔanna

at-tayyār al-ʔislāmiy fī šakl-i-hi al-ʿarīḍ (.3) huwa tayyār-un muʿtadil (.6)

wa- ah- yarġib raġba šadīdat ʔabdā ʔah ʔabdā wa-lā yazāl yubdī ḥirs-a-hu (.)

ʿalā al-ʿamal fī ʔiṭār al-qānūn (.4) lākan li-l-ʔasaf

Disregarding who does this, we consider the Islamic mainstream, in its broad

sense, to be moderate, and it wants strongly – It started, and continues to

express its desire to work within the amework of the law. However,

unfortunately […]
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(⒊31) MAM 00:30:0⒋210 - 00:30:0⒎910

ʔatamannā (.3)

yuʿāmal (.) muʿāmalat-an (.)

nuṣf ʔinsāniyya

I hope that one would be treated in a halfway humane manner.

(⒊32) RG 00:06:⒛060 - 00:06:3⒍720

al-qāʔim-ūna ʿalā l-qawānīn (.5)

yuġliq-ūna ʔabwāb al-qānūn (.) ʔabwāb al-ʿamal s-silm-i (.3)
al-muʿtaraf bi-hi (.2)
ʔamām al-ḥaraka l-ʔislāmiyya (.2)

wa-yadfaʿ-ūna-ha bi-l-mankab-i wa-l- (.5)

ʔah– dafʿ-an (.3) naḥwa ʔal-tawarruṭ (.5)

fī l-ʿunf

Those who are [against] the law close the doors of the law, the doors of

universally acknowledged peaceful opposition in the face of the Islamist

movement. So they push it, insistently and – strongly towards becoming

involved in violence.

In the first example, neither of the two elements in the cognate accusative are

marked, whereas in example ⒊31, the cognate gerund is case marked. This could be

related to the relative different in individuation, as the adjective in example ⒊30 is

simply an intensifier, while in the following example the cognate gerund is defined

precisely, i.e. ‘halfway humane treatment’. While example ⒊32 seems to de this
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explanation it appears that the nature of this structure, which is quite emphatic, might

be influential as well. In example ⒊30, the use of the adjective may have already made

it sufficiently emphatic, whereas in example ⒊32 the fact that the cognate accusative is

alone might encourage the speaker to case mark it to make it emphatic enough for the

situation. Example⒊31, on the other hand, has fundamentally different structure than

the other two, in that it is describing and classiing (thus, in a sense, individuating)

rather than emphasizing. Removing the cognate accusatives om ⒊30 or ⒊32 would

leave their meanings fundamentally unchanged, while removing the cognate accusative

om ⒊31 would render it unintelligible.

In this section, we have shown evidence suggesting that there is a well devel-

oped linguistic system that speakers use to indicate the differing level of saliency of

very elements in their utterance. The examples we have shown are drawn om almost

all of the speakers included in this study, which suggests that this is a shared linguistic

system used by speakers om different countries and dialect backgrounds.

The system referenced here may well be the latest manifestation of a system

that has been attested since the middle ages. Brustad (2000, section ⒈⒋2) cites a

number of accounts that indicate nunation has long been used to mark particularly

individuated words. She notes that in Gulf dialects, nunation is still productive in cer-

tain dialects and registers, and oen is used to mark indefinite, but more individuated

nouns, especially those which are specified with either following adjectives or relative

clauses. On a historical level, she discusses evidence that -an may have been a marker

of indefinite specific nouns in Andalusian Arabic as well, again occuring in the same

contexts as the Gulf -in, i.e. on nouns that are described further in the discourse. This
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is not the accusative marker per say, for example she cites (p. 29) bi-ḫāṭir-an yattaqad

miṯl al-nār ‘with a mind as bright as fire’ where the indefinite-specific word follows a

preposition and therefore would not be accusative. Brustad also notes that Shumaker

(1981) “establishes patterns of -an as a syntactic marker of textually prominent entities

(p. 29)” in an early manuscript of the 1001 Nights. Again, -an here is not necessarily

a marker of accusative. Based on this evidence it appears that the phenomenon of

marking salient nouns with nunation is not unprecendented, and in fact may be long

established in the Arabic language.

3.3 Pragmatics
3.3.1 Code-switching and Maintainance

In most of the major works on diglossia and code-switching in Arabic, the

difference between the higher formal registers and the lower colloquial registers has

been defined with reference to the presence or absence of case markings. Ferguson

(1959), writing one of the first articles on diglossia, notes that with respect to the

grammatical differences between H(igh) and L(ow) variations of a diglossic language:

H has grammatical categories not present in L and has an inflectional
system of nouns and verbs which is very much reduced or totally absent
in L. For example, Classical Arabic has three cases in the noun, marked
by endings; colloquial dialects have none. (p. 333)

Similarly, Badawi (1973) distinguished between the level of fuṣḥā at-turāṯ ‘Clas-

sical Arabic’ and fuṣḥā al-ʿaṣr Modern Arabic based on the level of marking:

The structure of Classical Arabic is distinguished by its reliance on case
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and mood markings to communicate its various meanings. More impor-
tant to the definition of this linguistic level is the insistence of speakers
on the use of case and mood markings and the lack of their disappearence
during speech […] (p. 124)

Whereas:

[T]he sentence in Modern Arabic differs om that of Classical Arabic in
speaker’s lack of adherence to use of case and mood markings […].
Of course, the level of adherence to the use of case and mood markings
differs om person to person, om subject to subject and om context
to context [‥] (p. 143)

Similarly, Meiseles (1980) makes case marking one of the determining divisions

between what he terms ESA, Educated Spoken Arabic, and OLA, Oral Literary Arabic:

A most important indicator of OLA is its special tendency to restore the
historical short vowel ‘word endings’ […] as against ESA, which, like the
vernaculars seems to remain always characterized by their absence.
Like the use of LA [=Literary Arabic] lexical items, and in fact more
surely than these, this phenomenon does serve as a clear indicator of the
speaker’s desire to express himself in OLA (viz. to adhear to the LAmodel
of the language) (p. 129)

Mitchell (1986) holds a very similar opinion:

[…] the case and mood endings of MSA [=Modern Standard Arabic] ( the
so-called ʔiʿrāb) form no part of ESA. Certain individuals may be more
emotionally committed than others to a greater use of MSA forms, but,
if they use ʔiʿrāb then by definition they are not speaking ESA. (p. 19)
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There is therefore a very clear intuition among researchers in the area of code-

switching and register variation in Arabic that case marking is intimately connected

with the register of speech. However, it seems inaccurate for them to characterize

the various forms of educated formal Arabic as being completely ee of case marking.

While an appeal to discrete language levels is not necessarily desirable (see for example

Hary (1996)), it is notable that there is a general stretch of this continuum that is

characterized by the sporadic use of case marking and that at this level (and possibly at

other levels as well) case marking is an active part of the linguistic system as described

here.

This concept of register may be able to explain one of the more unusual phe-

nonenon discussed in chapter 2. The quantitative study of the data (see figure ⒉8)

showed that nouns with attached pronouns showed disproportionately higher levels of

marking than other nouns. This may be caused by speaker’s concern that pronouncing

nouns without the attached mood marker would seem overly colloquial and therefore

too far outside of this register. This however is speculative, and could be explained by

the individuating and defining force of pronouns.

There are also very clear situationally defined places where high levels of case

marking are expected. For example, as is expected (and discussed somewhat in ⒊4),

religious quotations (whether om the Qurʔān or the hadith) are oen more heavily

case marked than surrounding speech. Poetry, on the other hand, tends to appear

as a fully memorized phrase, as in example ⒊4. The following is a good example of

religious language, and is similar to example ⒊4:
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(⒊33) YQ - IM 00:16:5⒉110 – 00:17:0⒍720

qīl– baʿdayn qāl ʔanā al-ʿāqib-u fa-lā nabiyy-a baʿd-ī wa-miṯlī wa-miṯl

al-anbiyāʔ min qabl-ī (.2)

ka-miṯl rajul-in banā bayt-an fa-ʔatamma-h wa-ʔaḥsana-h (.2)

ʔillā mawḍiʿ labinat-in min-h (.1)

fa-ʔana haḏihi al-labina (.1)

wa-ʔana ḫātim-u n-nabiyyīn

And then he said, “I am the last one, and there will be no other aer me, [that

is], myself and the previous prophets are like a man who built a house, and

completed it, and improved it, except for the cornerstone. I am like this

cornerstone, and I am the last of the prophets.”

Similarly, there is a noticable change in the level of code-marking in Qardāwi’s

speech in his interaction on ‘Al-Ittĳāh Al-Muʿākis’ and ‘Al-šarīʿa wa-Al-Ḥayāt’, which

will be discussed in section ⒊6 below.

We find a similar use of case marking, notably incorrectly, in the speech of

the following speaker who raises his register briefly with the use of marked, but not

necessarily prescriptively correct case marking, :

(⒊34) MB 00:10:⒗540–00:10:2⒎280

lāḥẓa (1.0)

ʿindamā ʔaqūl as-sayidat-ān fulān-an fulāniyya wa-fulān-an fulāniyya

tašagarat-ā maʿ baʿḍ-u-hum wa-gā al– mish ʿārif ʔē al-mugrim al-ḫaṭīr wa-ʔāl
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Hang on. When I say Ms. So-and-So and Ms. So-and-So argued with each

other, and then, I dunno, the dangerous criminal comes and says […]

In the first half of the sentence, the speaker uses the F q, whereas by the second

half of the sentence (possibly triggered by the disfluency), the speaker has reverted to

ʔ. Another marker of higher register is when the speaker uses the dual verb form

tašagarat-ā. However, these are not the only markers of the heightened register - the

speaker also uses case marking, and in this case it is generally prescriptively incorrect

- there is a mismatch in the case of nominative as-sayidat-ān and accusative fulān-an,

and baʿḍ-u-hum should be marked with genitive -i as it follows a preposition. What

is interesting with these mistakes is that the speaker is actually choosing the more

marked forms for as-sayidat-ān and baʿḍ-u-hum, as shown in chapter 2. These forms,

by their markedness and distinctiveness om colloquial, are clear indicators of the

speaker’s intent to use a somewhat higher register, at least temporarily.

3.3.2 Other Pragmatic Effects Associated with Case Marking

case marking, or the conspicuous absence thereof, has some other pragmatic

implications.

The following example shows what appears to be a conspicuous non-use of

case marking:

(⒊35) SJA, YQ - IM, FQ 00:11:4⒉330 – 00:11:5⒋710

SJA: fa-haḏā mā ʔastantĳ (.) [ʔawwal-an hunāk]

FQ: [tafaḍḍal]
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SJA: baʿḍ muġālaṭāt ʔaʿtaqid

SJA: fī kalām ʔahhh faḍīlat ad-daktūr (.5)

SJA: ṭabʿ-an ʔanā ʔawwal-an [ʔuṯnī ʿalā]

YQ - IM: [lā lā lā ʔasmaḥ] lak taqūl muġālaṭāt (.) [lā]

SJA: [lā] ʔaqūl lak-a muġālaṭāt tārīḫiyya (.) fī l-waqāʔiʿ

SJA: And this is what I conclude. First, there are

FQ: Go ahead

SJA: some errors, I think, in the speech of his honor, the doctor [YQ]

YQ-IM: No no, I will not allow you to say errors, no

SJA: No, I’m saying (to you), historical errors, in the evidence

While obviously the default for this level of Arabic is a lack of case marking,

here we would expect to see case marking on the word muġālaṭāt, due to its high

salience in the discourse. One explanation for the lack of marking here might be

the speaker’s attempt to attenuate the impact of accusing his interlocuter of making

mistakes. First, it is notable that he does not make use of the syntactically required

definite article in the third utterance between baʿḍ and muġālaṭāt, which appears to be

an attempt to make the word appear less specific, and presumably therefore less threat-

ening. Second, in the following line, SJA attempts to further attenuate his speech by

prasising YQ, though all of these various strategies appear to fail due to YQ’s response

in the following line. This example may show, therefore that the saliency marking

effect of case marking might be avoided specifically for pragmatic purposes.
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3.4 Formulae

Arabic, like all languages, has a number of phrases that are not produced pro-

ductively, but rather are memorized chunks of language that can be deployed in the

appropriate situation. In this paper, we will refer to these chunks as linguistic formu-

lae. Wray and Perkins (2000) offer the following definition for formulae:

a sequence, continuous or discontinous, of words or other meaning ele-
ments, which is, or appears to be, prefabricated: that is, stored and re-
trieved whole om memory at the time of use, rather than being subject
to generation or analysis by the language grammar. (p. 1)

Wray and Perkins note a general split in the uses of formulae. The first use

is “as a tool for social interaction (p. 13) ” i.e. speakers use the various formulae for

greeting, politeness, commands, etc as a way to interact naturally with other speakers

in a socially accepted fashion. The second is, of greater importance here, is the use of

formulae “as a shortcut in processing (p. 15).” The second use is apparently caused by

a need to streamline the speech production process in order to “reduce the amount of

new processing to only that which has to be new (p. 16, emphasis theirs).”

As Parkinson (1994) has shown, Arabic speakers oen find a certain amount of

processing difficulty in producing case marking in spontaneous speech, and therefore

it seems likely that certain case marked forms are actually linguistic formulae, with

case markings intact, and that they therefore exist somewhat outside of the general

system of case marking outlined here. This section will offer an exploration of the

various examples of formulae found in the data.
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It is important to note that while there is a certain amount of congruency

between speakers in their use of certain formulae, each speaker will make somewhat

different uses of different formulae, depending on their goals, the intent of their speech,

and also their personal linguistic style. 9

Examples of basic phrases:

(⒊36) ʔilā ʔaḫirihi

a SJA 00:02:3⒎500 – 00:02:3⒏390

ʔilā ʔaḫir-i-hi

Etcetera […]

b SJA 00:03:⒒070 – 00:03:⒓190 wa-l-ʔaṯniyyāt ʔilā ʔaḫir-i-hi

And the ethnicities, etc.

(⒊37) fī (ḥadd-i) ḏāt-i-hi

a RG 00:04:0⒊600 - 00:04:0⒐360

ʔawwal-an na-ḥkum ʿalā haḏā l-ʿamal-i fī ḏat-i-hi bi-qatʿ ʔan-nað̣ar-i ʿan

il-qāʔim-īna bi-hi

First, we judge this in and of itself, regardless of who does it.

b RG 00:02:3⒏220 - 00:02:4⒊240

wa-huwa yuʿabbir-u fī ḏātihi ʿan ʔanna al-muwāṭana mutāḥat-u li-l-muslim-i

wa-li-ġayr-i

9To be discussed below in section ⒊6.
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It expresses within itself [the idea] that citizenship is a bestowed upon

Muslims, and non– […]

c MN 00:01:4⒌070 - 00:01:4⒏100

fa-yaʿnī haḏā fī ḥadd-i ḏāt-i-hi dalīl ḥattā al-ʔummiyy allaḏī lā yaqrā wa-lā

yaktub

This, in and of itself, is [a piece of ] evidence - even an illiterate, who cannot

read nor write […]

(⒊38) ʿalā iḫtilāf-i ( )-him

a RG 00:01:0⒉200 - 00:01:0⒌250

suwāʔ-an kānū muslim-īna ʿalā ḫtilāf-i ntimāʔāt-i-him

[Regardless of ] whether they were Muslims, of all affiliations.

b RG 00:01:0⒍110 - 00:01:0⒐140

yahūd ʿalā ḫtilāf-i qabāʔil-i-him ʔaw ġayr yahūd

Jews of all tribes, or non-Jews.

c RG 00:01:4⒉520 - 00:01:4⒐700

kān-at hunālika diyānāt muḫtalifa min ʔah– (.) naṣāra ʿalā ḫtilāf-i

maḏāhib-i-him wa-l-yahūd wa-ṣ-ṣābiya wa–

There were different religious, including Christians, of all sects, and Jews, and

Sabians and […]

In all of the examples above, the phrases appear to be relatively fixed, with the

case markings intact in almost all instances. Only in ⒊37c, the phonological form
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is reduced somewhat to ḥadd-i ḏāt-i-h as opposed to ḏat-i-hi. However, this is still

distinct om the colloquial form of the pronoun, and still contains the case marking

-i while omitting the harmonious vowel of the pronoun suffix.

Lines om poetry and the Qurʔān are examples of formula that include case

marking par excellence. These texts are explicitly memorized, and produced as memo-

rized:

(⒊39) YQ - IM 00:05:5⒌860 – 00:06:0⒈900

kamā yaqūl aš-šāʿir (.) ṣārat mušarriqat-an ṣirt-u muġarrib-an (.2)

šattāna bayna mušarriq-in wa muġarrib-i

As the poet says, “She went east and I went went west - how far apart are those

heading east and west!”

However, it appears that at times this is not adhered to completely, as in the

following example where the Quranic verse om sūrat al-furqān (25:1) is not com-

pletely vowelled:

(⒊40) YQ - IM 00:15:50.810 – 00:15:5⒐990

ʔaʿ– ʔaʿlan ʿālamiyyat al-ʔislām (.4)

yaʿnī (.) tabārak allaḏī nazzal al-furqān ʿalā ʿabd-i-hi li-yakūn-a li-l-ʿālam-īna
naḏīr-an (.) [wa-mā ʔarsalnāh ka–]

SJA: [wa-l-ʔiǌīl ʔaʿlan ʿālamiyyat al-masaḥiyya]

YQ: [It] announced the universality of Islam, that is, ‘Hallowed is he who

om on high, step by step, has bestowed upon His servant the standard by
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which to discern the true om the false so that to all the world it might be a

warning’, and he did not send him… SJA: And the gospel announced the

universality of Christianity…

In this case, it seems that Quranic verses need not necessarily be vowelled,

and that they may surprisingly be modified in accordance with the other elements of

the case marking system described here. It is notable, for example, that the speaker

emphasizes the word li-l-ʿālam-īna, and that this word is central to the utterance, as

opposed to al-furqān. Futhermore, the placement of naḏīr-an at the end of the sentence

(and in the Qurʔān before the end of an verse) means that it should be pronounced as

-ā here based on the prescriptive rules of Quranic recitation. Given that the speaker is

a prominent religious figure, he is most certainly aware of these rules.

Similarly, the famous religious formula, bism-i l-llahi r-raḥmān-i r-raḥīm is

actually not vowelled:

(⒊41) YQ - IM 00:04:0⒍980 – 00:04:⒔640

bism-i llah ʔar-raḥmān ʔar-raḥīm al-hamd lillah wa-ṣalāt wa-sallam ʿalā rusūl-i

llah

wa-ʿalā ʔāl-i-hi wa-ṣaḥb-i-hi wa-man ittabaʿ hudā-h

In the name of God, the righteous, the merciful: Praise God and peace be

upon the messenger of God, and upon his family and his companions and

those who followed him.

(⒊42) YQ - R 00:02:3⒍040 – 00:02:4⒎010

bism-i llah ʔar-raḥmān ʔar-raḥīm
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al-hamd-u lillah wa-ṣalāt wa-sallam ʿalā sayyid-i-nā wa-ʔimām-i-nā

wa-ʔuswat-i-nā wa-ḥabīb-i-nā rusūl illah

wa-ʿalā ʔāl-i-hi wa-ṣaḥb-i-hi wa-man ittabaʿ hudā-h

In the name of God, the righteous, the merciful: Praise God and peace be

upon our master and leader and model and beloved, the messenger of God, and

upon his family and his companions and those who followed him.

In both examples, the bismallah formula is not fully vowelled, suggesting that

full vowelling is not part of this formula. However, the formula ʿalā ʔāl-i-hi wa-ṣaḥb-

i-hi is clearly vowelled, to some degree in contrast to the rest of the speech.

However, evidence that at least some formula, and especially case marking on

them, is shared between speakers is clear in the following passage where one speaker

completes the others sentence:

(⒊43) SJA 00:14:4⒌560 - 00:14:4⒎250 ʔinna mā li-qayṣar li-qayṣar

SJA 00:14:4⒎630 - 00:14:4⒏760 wa-mā li-llah-i li-llah

YQ - IM 00:14:4⒎740 - 00:14:4⒏770 wa-mā li-llah-i li-llah

Rather what is Caesar’s is Caesar’s, and what is God’s is God’s.

Here, SJA begins the phrase, and is joined by YQ - IM, who helps him com-

plete it. What is notable here is that both speakers use the same case marking, sug-

gesting that this phrase completes with predefined case marking.

One phrase that seems formulaic at times is rather inconsistent in its case

marking:
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(⒊44) bi-n-nisba li-

a. FWO - HM 00:07:2⒎026 - 00:07:3⒈596

fa-matal-an bi-n-nisba ʔah al-manḍūma l-ġarbiyya (.) mafhūm ad-dawr

huwa (.) sulūkī baḥt

So for example, with respect to the Western system, the concept of ’role’

is purely behavioral.

b. FWO - HM 00:07:3⒉120 - 00:07:3⒋090

bi-n-nisba ʔal-manḍūmat ʔal-qiyam

With respect to the system of values […]

c. FWO - HM 00:06:5⒍440 - 00:07:0⒈790

ʔah bi-n-nisba li-mafhūm d-dawr (.) kamā huwa muḥaddad fī ʿilm an-nafs

ʔal-ʔĳtimāʿī huwa

With respect to the concept of roles, as it is defined in social psychology,

is […]

d. SJA 00:03:4⒉690 - 00:03:4⒊930

SJA bi-n-nisbe li –

FQ li-taʿrīf SJA: Regarding FQ: The definition

(⒊45) bi-n-nisbati li-

a. FWO - HM 00:19:2⒏902 - 00:19:3⒊232

huwa ʔanna bi-n-nisbat-i la-nā fī l-mujtamaʿ al-ʿarabiy al-ʔislāmiy (.) al-

muḥaddad

It is that for us in Arabo-Islamic society, [what is] defined […]
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b. FWO - HM 00:06:⒑990 - 00:06:⒕840

ʔana bi-n-nisbat-i lī lā yumkin ʔan nutaḥadaṯ ʿan ʔadwār namaṭiyya

For me, I cannot speak about stereotypical roles.

c. FWO - HM 00:07:4⒉980 - 00:07:4⒐920

najid bi-ʔanna mafhūm ad-dawr yanṭalaq-u min– yataʔassas-u ʿalā munṭalaq-

āt wa-l-ʔabʿād (.) matal-an ʔāḫuḏ ʔanā bi-n-nisbat-i lī

We find that the understanding of roles is based on backgrounds and as-

pects. For example, I take for myself […]

d. FWO - HM 00:19:0⒊550 - 00:19:0⒍580

bi-n-nisbat-i li-l-ʔafrād hunāk-a dawāfiʿ taḫtalif min

For individuals, there are motivations which differ om […]

Here, we see a split, even within the same speaker, over the use of case marking

in this formulaic utterance. However, this may be due to the fact that this phrase exists

in both F and colloquial Arabic, with slightly differing pronunciations, but in such a

way that there may be two versions of this formulae represented in a speakers mind.

This possibility is reinforced by the colloquial pronunciation of the final -e in ⒊44d.10

However it is notable as well that most of the examples with no case marking here

preceede inanimate objects, while the examples with case marking all refer to animate

objects. There is a long established relationship between animacy and salience, as

discussed in section ⒊2, though here the marking is on a member of a phrase rather

10The lack of a colloquial pronunciation by HM may be due to the fact that as a Moroccan as she
may be trying to mask her accent somewhat, here by approaching a more F pronunciation. See for
example S’hiri (2003).
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than the actual (in most cases, unmarkable) subject. This might suggest that case

marking for salience occurs at the phrase level, but the small number of examples here

does not allow us to make a comprehensive claim.

There is another phenomenon that seems almost formulaic in its equency,

but which corresponds to the ideas of salience presented above. Speakers make equent

use of a construction primarily of the form:  +-in +

As in the following examples:

(⒊46) SJA 00:01:3⒍330 – 00:01:3⒏010

ĳtimāʿī fī waqt-in wāḥid

… and social at the same time.

(⒊47) SJA 00:01:4⒌300 – 00:01:5⒈840

wa-ʔinnamā ʔal-ʿilmāniyya kamā tuhimm-u-nā naḥnu fī bilād-i-nā l-ʿarabiyya

bi-ṣūrat-in ḫāṣṣa

And rather secularism as it concerns us in our Arab countries specifically [lit.

in a special way]

(⒊48) MAM 00:25:⒛070 – 00:25:2⒉700

bi– bi-š bi-šakl-in ʿāmm

Generally […]

Obviously, in these cases the concept of individuation, especially the idea that

nouns marked with attributive adjectives are somewhat more individuated that those

without, can explain the presence of case marking here. However, especially in the last
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example, these words don’t seem particularly salient to the discourse, and therefore

this may be indicative of a formula which developed (or is developing) out of a more

complex linguistic system. 11

3.5 Morphology and Syntax

Some of the phenomena here are of course are also the result of more ba-

sic morphological and syntactic concerns that actually reflect either the prescriptive

grammar of F or the influence of dialectal features.

This is mostly clearly evident in the fact that speakers in general abide by the

correct case markings for a given word, even when they appear to be using the case

markings as a way of indicating salience or changing the level of their speech. More-

over, as speakers experience a lengthy education based on the prescriptive tradition,

that tradition may produce some amount of interference in their speech.

More clearly, the high equency of adverbial marking with -an as discussed

in section ⒉⒉2 is obviously the consequence of the highly productive adverbial system

present in colloquial dialects. Cowell (1964, p. 517) lists this ending as a marker of

general adverbial in Syrian colloquial, though he comments:

Most of these [-an] forms are Classicisms, though some are very solidly
established in Colloquial usage. Classical Arabic itself, of course, has no

11These examples are extremely similar to the phenomenon noted in a number of Gulf dialects, as in
Nadji (see Ingham (1994, p. 51)) where a linking element -in occurs between individuated nouns and
attributions (also discussed in Brustad (2000, section ⒈⒋2). Whether there is a link between this and
case marking historically is uncertain, as discussed in Owens (2006, section ⒊4)
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such thing as adverb derivation; -an is merely the indefinite accusative
suffix. (ibid.)

Similarly, Al-Batal (2002, p. 99) notes that in his survey of the language of

the Lebanese Broadcasting Corporation (LBC) that case marking is either assigned

incorrectly, or omitted entirely, with the exception of adverbials. Thus, it appears that

the -an ending is an integral part of the morphology of both F and colloquial dialects,

hence its equent use here in comparison with other forms of case marking.

3.6 Personal Style

Though all of the speakers in this study are in approximately similar situations

— national or international television programs with similar topics — it is noticable

on both a quantitative and qualitative level that they vary considerably in their language

use. Case marking, as an indicator of linguistic level (see section ⒊⒊1 above) may be

intimately connected to how a speaker portrays himself or herself linguistically.

The concept of linguistic style here will be defined as the product of the

speaker’s personal, situationally determined linguistic choices taken by the speaker

consciously and unconsciously to portray themselves in a particular manner. Hence,

while speakers may present a particular style in one situation, it is logical that they are

able to present a different style in other situations. For example, the speakers on the

programs used in this study probably do no speak in the exact same way in an inti-

mate family setting, but notably they do not all act the same way in the same context.

That is, though they are all on international television broadcasts, they each utilize a

somewhat different style on those programs.
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The results of the quantitative study in chapter 2 show clear differences in

how equently the different speakers make use of case marking, even within the same

context, as shown in figure ⒉9 . For example, both Azam (SJA) and Qardawi (YQ-IM)

are participants in the same program, on the same topic. Azam marks nouns about

17% of the time, and verbs about 25% of the time, while Qardawi marks 29% of nouns

and almost 40% of verbs. It is clear here that situation is not the determining factor

on their choice of how equently they make use of case marking. Instead, it appears

that they each personally make a decision as to how they will portray themselves on

this program, a decision that appears to take into account a number of factors. First,

it is notable that Qardawi is a religious leader and a religious figure. In this program,

he is representative of a religious figure as opposed to the secular figure of Azam. He

makes this extremely clear in his introduction in the middle of the program:

(⒊49) SJA—YQ-IM—FQ 00:04:0⒊250 – 00:04:⒖210

FQ: faḍīlat aš-šayḫ kayf tarud ʿalā hāḏā at-taʿrīf bi-šakl ḫāṣṣ (.9)

YQ: b-ism-i llah ʔar-raḥmān ʔar-raḥīm al-hamd lillah wa-ṣ-ṣalāt wa-s-sallam

ʿalā rusūl-i llah (.6)

YQ: wa-ʿalā ʔāl-i-hi wa-ṣaḥb-i-hi wa-man ittabaʿ hudā-h (.6)

YQ: qabla ʔan ʔarudd

FQ: Sir, how do you respond to this definition specifically? YQ: In the name

of God, the righteous, the merciful: Praise God and peace be upon our master

and leader and model and beloved, the messenger of God, and upon his family

and his companions and those who followed him. Before I respond […]
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By beginning with a daʿwa, Qardawi is clearly marking himself as a religious

figure. It would seem that his equent use of case marking is also indicative of this.

The only other speaker om the quantitative study with rates of case marking as high

as Qardawi is Ghanoushi, also a religious scholar discussing a religious topic. This

might also explain Azam’s relatively less equent case marking, in that his role as a

public secular figure does not require him to perform in the same way linguistically,

since there is not a clear link between secularism and case marking in the same way as

there is between Islam and case marking due to the Qurʔān.

It is notable that situation still does play a role in a speaker’s style, but it

is moderated as discussed above by personal preference. For example, the data also

includes an appearance by Qardawi on the program Al-šarīʿa wa-Al-Ḥayāt, where his

introductory daʿwa is somewhat more extensive:

(⒊50) YQ-R 00:02:3⒉640–00:02:4⒐980

Host: hal tuwaḍḍiḥ-ūna kayfa ḏālik? bism-i llah ʔar-raḥmān ʔar-raḥīm

al-hamd-u lillah wa-ṣalāt wa-sallam ʿalā sayyid-i-nā wa-ʔimām-i-nā

wa-ʔuswat-i-nā wa-ḥabīb-i-nā rusūl illah

wa-ʿalā ʔāl-i-hi wa-ṣaḥb-i-hi wa-man ittabaʿ hudā-h

Host: Can you clari how that is? In the name of God, the righteous, the

merciful: Praise God and peace be upon our master and leader and model and

beloved, the messenger of God, and upon his family and his companions and

those who followed him.

It is noticable as well that in this appearance on a purely religious show dis-
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cussing a purely religious topic, Qardawi makes much more extensive use of case mark-

ing, to the point where the data om this transcript was too case marked to be useful

for this study. This clearly shows that Qardawi moderates his language in order to

appear more or less religious depending on the context.

Similar to the situation with Qardawi and Azam, the discussion between MB

and MAM shows a huge difference in their use of case marking. MAM equently

marks case and tends to speak with a more F style (though he uses non-standard [g]

for ,(ج while MB only marks perhaps 3 non-adverbial tokens in the entire transcript

and speaks with a markedly Egyptian intonation. Here it doesn’t appear that either

side is trying to appear more or less religious, but rather each speaker appears to feel

that they need to present themselves in specific ways for the audience.

Again, another similar situation is that of Khadĳa Mufiid(here marked HM),

who is the only guest on the program who speaks clearly in F, with a few small in-

sertions om Moroccan colloquial, while the other guests eely use either Syrian or

Egyptian colloquial. As discussed in S’hiri (2003), this might be a natural reaction

by Moroccan Arabic speakers who feel that their dialect is marginalized and there-

fore might not be understoood in an international context, while her interlocuters

om the eastern Mediterranean might be more comfortable using their dialects for

the same reason. The fact that case marking is a non-local phenomenon that spans all

dialects. By case marking her speech, she may actually be making an additional shi

away om her local, marginalized dialect. Furthermore, the prestige of being able to

capably use case marking might also act as a way for her to show that she does indeed

possess the cultural capital needed to speak ‘correct’ Arabic, in contrast to the preju-
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dices against Western dialect speakers. Thus, the value in using case marking may be

sufficient to push her to use them, even though she is in danger of making errors, a

gamble the other speakers in the discussion may be unwilling to take. Finally, she is

also in this context presenting the religious and secular view on gender roles, so the

religious content of her speech may contribute somewhat to her use of case marking.

Though the data presented here offers some interesting insights into how

speakers use case marking to construct a personal style, what is needed is to look

at more instances of the same or similar speakers to clari what factors exactly are at

work. HM’s linguistic style may be chose partially because of the religious nature of

her contribution to the discussion, which would correspond with what we have seen

om YQ. However, it may be due to her status as a speaker of a less prestigious dialect,

which would correspond with the high levels of case marking seen in the speech of the

other Western Arabic speaker, RG, whose speech is notable for how case marked it is.

It is most likely a combination of the two, but further research is needed to develop

these ideas further, with a wider database feature multiple appearances by the same

speaker.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

In this study, we have shown evidence that case marking in Arabic functions as

a meaningful part of the language on a level beyond marking syntactic roles. We have

shown that case marking is used to mark salient nouns in the discourse, as a means of

changing and maintaining the register of speech, and that it is a part of the politeness

strategies of speakers. We have shown that certain formulaic utterances are invariably

case marked, while other formula, including Qurʔānic verses, are not and actually

exhibit interesting variation in their case marking. Furthermore, we have shown that

speakers include case marking among the strategies that they use to build a personal,

but situationally variable, style. The geographical diversity of the speakers used in this

study gives further evidence for shared, cross-dialectal use of case marking for all of

these functions. In the remainder of the conclusion, we will consider some of the links

between the first and second chapter of this thesis, as well as some theoretically issues

not discussed explicitly in the text.

One clear difficulty in this study is trying to link the quantitative analysis with

the qualitative. Indeed, at times the two produce somewhat contradictory results.

In the quantitative analysis, an unusually high percentage of genitive case markings

was found, which presumably suggests that genitive noun are somehow less marked
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than nominative and non-adverbial accusatives. However, in a number of examples

in the qualitative study, clear evidence was shown that all forms of case marking,

including genitive marking, appear to be implicated in marking saliency. That is, there

does not appear to be a heirarchy, on the qualitative level, between different types of

case marking and different levels of salience. There are other factors that might be

implicated – the prevalence of certain constructions which appear to be formulaic in

equency but which also can be explained by salience (see page 76) – but the apparent

contradiction may simply be an aspect of the methodology. Qualitative analysis tends

to be broader and less precise, but to capture facts that are missed by a quantitative

analysis.

The quantitative study did capture some important generalizations. It showed

very clearly that direct objects must be separated om adverbs, which are lexicalized in

the modern dialects. It also provided evidence to support the heirarchy detailed below,

and it suggested directions for the quantitative research, especially a further study of

the use of case marking in building personal style. A more extensive quantitative study

on a greater number of genres may aid in further research.

Though not made explicit in the text, one theoretical concern is important to

the amework developed here. It appears that there is a continuum between less and

more salient entities that is marked in various ways. Note that since Arabic does have

specific syntactic requirements for the use of the definite article, there are times when

its use is syntactically determined rather than semantically, but it is generally used to

mark more salient entities in positions where it is unrestricted. Where the definite

article is ungrammatical or less preferred, case marking may mark salience in its stead.
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Thus, in those instances, in contrast to the continuum proposed below, indefinite case

marking would be indicative of the same level of salience as the definite article would

be. Regardless of these complications, a proposed and very approximate continuum is

as follows:
Less
Salient

→ → → → More
Salient

Indefinite Indefinite +
Case
Marked

Definite Definite +
Case
Marked

-īn on
nominative
indefinite

-ūn on
nominative
indefinite

-ūna on
nominative
indefinite

-īn on
nominative
definite

-ūn on
nominative
definite

-ūna on
nominative
definite

-īn on
non-
nominative
indefinite

-īna on
non-
nominative
indefinite

-īn on
non-
nominative
definite

-īna on
non-
nominative
definite

The placement on this continuum is relative – the morphemes in the chart

are used with nouns that are approximately as salient as those above and below them,

such that an indefinite noun with case marking is probably being marked as salient to

approximately the same degree as a plural indefinite noun marked with -ūn. Though

very approximate, it suggests that levels of gradation are available to speakers of Arabic

beyond the simple binary of indefinite and definite. Note that it is possible, based on

the results of the quantitative study, that case marking with non-genitive markers is

actually at a different location on the spectrum than case marking with nominative

and accusative (non-adverbial) markers. That such a fine distinction would be ever be

clearly evident in a qualitative analysis is unlikely.
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Another important theoretical assumption that informs this study is the the-

ory that speakers, whether consciously or unconsciously, choose the various marking

possibilities in a ordered manner. That is to say, speakers have control over their dis-

course, and can choose (again, they may not be able to articulate, metalinguistically, the

reason for that choice) to case mark a particularly salient word, or not. This is parallel

to word choice in that speakers chose their words for very specific semantic criteria,

but also because the word is part of a formula or collocation, though at the time they

might not be making that choice consciously. Though the alternative to this, which

is not necessarily mutually excluse, is the idea of ‘attraction’, that once words reach a

certain level of salience they ‘attract’ some types of marking, it may be more uitful

to conceive of speakers at some level making a choice between case marking a word

and leaving it unmarked. This helps explain the example of politeness strategies in

section ⒊⒊2, where the speaker very definitely chooses not to mark either definiteness

or even case marking in order to make his speech less offensive, going against both the

syntactic and semantic rules that ought to ‘attract’ either or both of those markings.

Further Directions for Research

One of the most interesting questions raised by this study is the historical

origin of case marking to indicate salience in Arabic. Though there are historical

and dialectal precedents for this usage, as detailed in Brustad (2000, p. 29), Shumaker

(1981), Blau (1981, Appendix III) among others, there is not a clear unbroken line

connecting these to modern usage. The few modern usages of what appears to be a

vestage of tanwīn marking are only attested in somewhat marginal dialects (in terms
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of both location and prestige), among them the dialects of Arabia and the Gulf, which

only recently began to be broadcast to any degree, and dialects in Nigeria, Uzbekistan

and Sudan (Owens, 2006, p. 102). Similarly, though attested historically in Middle

Arabic (Shumaker, Blau), it’s unclear how this usage restricted to a number of works

in the middle ages somehow managed to re-emerge following the advent of modern

schooling with a heavily prescriptive pedagogical method for teaching Arabic. Indeed,

it appears as though the roots of salience marking in Arabic may go back even further

historically. In Akkadian, Huehnergard (1997, p. 198) notes the existence of:

[a] morpheme -ān, which occurs immediately before the case-ending on
nominal forms, serves to indicate a specific or particular member of the
class or object denoted by the word to which it is attached.

He gives the example of ilū ‘gods’, ilānu ‘a certain group of gods’. The question

of a connection between this and what appears to be a vestige of tanwīn in modern

Arabic dialects, and even in the use of spoken formal Arabic, bears further research.
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